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1INTRODUCTION
Kelp forests off the west coast of North America are among the most productive
and species-rich communities in marine temperate regions of the world. The major
plants in these communities are the giant kelps, Macrocystis spp. , which often
produce a dense forest in waters over rocky bottoms from the shores out to depths
of about 30 m. Estimates of the productivity of Ma.crocystis in the canopy alone, at
about 6 kg retained organic matter/m2/year. place this community among the most
productive ecosystems in the world (Towle and;:Pearse, 1973; see also, Mann, 1973) .
As the following list indicates, these forests can also be very rich in terms
of the numbers of different species which occur in them.
The kelp forests of the northeast Pacific have been profoun~lyinfluenced by
'\
the sea otter, Enhydra lutris, a top carnivore which preys on a wide variety of
animals including fishes and many grazing invertebrates. In a sense I sea otters
may be considered the major "keystone species" of the north Pacific kelp forests,
as the term is defined and used by Paine (1969). By feeding on many different
prey animals, sea otters may prevent any of the prey from becoming so abundant
as to monopolize their food resources, particularly kelp and other algae. Before
the beginning of the ~neteenth century, sea otter numbers may have been limited
mainly by starvation and storms, as well as predation by sharks, killer whales,
eagles, and native coastal people (Barabash-Nikiforov, 1947; Ken.yon, 1969). Dur-
ing the nineteenth century, sea otters were hunted extensively for their fur. Sea
otter hunting continued off central California (Ana Nuevo Island at least) into the.
late nineteenth century (Koch, 1972). In 1911:1 when the sea otters were nearly
extinct and their hunting was no longer commercially profitable, all hunting was
stopped by internat~onal treaty.
2Large numbers of aba.lones form the basis of a sport and commercial abalone
fishery off California which developed in the twentieth centur~T (Edv/ards ~ 1913;
Skinner, 1962; Wild, 1973). These large numbers of abalones may have resulted
from the elimination of sea otter predation in the nineteenth century. flowever,
by the mid-twentieth century ~ not only were the numbers of harvestable abalones
declining, but in some areas ~ especially southern California, the kelp forests them-
selves were decreasing in size. In these areas large numbers of grazing sea
urchins seem to be limiting kelp production (North, 1964, 1971; North and Hubbs,
1968; North and Pearse, 1970) .
A sman. number of sea otters eluded the nineteenth century hunters on the
Monterey County coastline, and since the 1930's this population has increased in
size. Over 1, 000 animals now occur along the central California coastline between
Morro Bay and Santa Cruz (Wild, 1973). Changes, along the central California
coast that have accompanied this increase in sea otter numbers include reduction
>.
in the numbers of abalones and sea urchins, crabs, and other animals (Ebert,
1968; Wild, 1973) . An apparent change in the major kelp plants present, from the
annual bull kelp (Nereocystis lutkiens) to the perennial giant kelp (Macrocystis
spp. ) j also has been noted in some areas (Dan Miller, Calif. Fish & Game ~ pers.
comm.). In many ways, these areas may be returning to early 19th century condi-
tiona.
Historical information about the kelp forest communities of the northeast
, Pacific is very scant, and it is difficult to know how these communities may have
changed over the past century. Kelp forests were not directly entered and observed
until scuba diving equipment was developed in the 1940-50'8. By that time, heavy
human predation on sea otters and abalones, as well as kelp harvesting, sewerage
disposal ~ and other human activities, had modified the forests in many areas.
3Most work that ha's been done in kelp forests to date has been in southern
/
California Whe{e sea otters are absent and where human activities have most
modified the areas (e.g. I Turner at al .• 1968; North~ 1971). Before the effects of
these human activities on kelp forests can be fully evaluated and put into proper
perspective ~ the functioning of "undisturbed" kelp forest communities must be
much better understood.
With the return of sea otters to central California~ pre-nineteenth century
conditions may be well approximated j and nearly "undisturbed" kelp forests may
be available for study. In particular I the offshore marine preserve at :roint
Cabrillo~ Pacific Grove:J California~ is particularly suitable for study of a nearly
"undisturbed" kelp forest community. At the beginning of the twentieth century
this area was the site of a Chinese fishing camp (fishing especially for abalones) .
Tile camp was destroyed by fire in 1906 and the sfte subsequently purchased by
Stanford University for relocation and construction of th~irmarine facility J t~e
Hopkins l\!1arine Station. The site ~ including 1~ 000 feet offshore ~ was set aside in
1931 by the State of California as a marine preserve to be used for teaching and re-
search by Stanford University.and the University of California. It has been pro-
tected (except from hook-and-1ine fishing) since that time. In addition~ the city
coast of Pacific Grove has been protected as a marine preserve since 1963 (Smith
and Johnson, 1972) .
Sea otters returned to Pacific Grove in the early 1960's. By 1969 the sea
otter density in the vicinity of Poi.nt Cabrillo was about 50 individuals per square
mile .. estimated to be about twice the optimal supportable density (Odemar and 't'Vil-
son, 1969). With the reestablishment of the sea otter population in the area. and
the apparent increase in the extent of the kelp forests and decrease in the numbers
of abalones and sea urchins (Ebert" 1968; .Lowry and Pearse, 1973) , the marine
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preserve at Point Cabrillo seems an excellent site for study of an "undisturbed"
kelp forest community.
Our stu~y of the kelp forest community at Point Cabrillo began in the sum-
mer of 1971 with the Stanford University: class "Special ~'roblems in Ecological Phys-
iology" at flopkins Marine Station. A major objective of this five-week class was
to establish the kinds of plants and animals present in the kelp forest and some of
their interactions. A l38-page class report~ itA Kelp Bed as a Classroom" resulted
with a tentative annotated species list of many of the common plants and animals.
The community was studied again in the Fall of 1972 by a University of California,
Santa Cruz class "Neritic Ecology. 11 Again I familiarization with the main plants and
animals in the community was a major objective, and more complete species lists
were developed. With the completion of the 1972 class J most of the species present
seemed to be in our accounts. Work is now focused on· particular species and
species interactions, such as the grazing snails in the community ~ which were
studied by the Fall, 1973 J UCSC "Neritic Ecology" class.
This report is a description of the study area at Point Cabrillo and a com-
bined species list compiled mostly from the Summer 1971 and Fall 1972 class studies.
AREA DESCRIPTION
The kelp forest com~unity study site is located off the northeast side of
Point Cabrillo (also known as IVlussel Point, China Point, and Station Point) in
Pacific Grove, California" at 360 37.4' N., 1210 54'W. The study site is an area of
about 5000 m2 • as shown in Figure 1. The general underwater topography of the
area and the course of the main transect lines used in 1971 and 1972 are shown in
Figure 2. Bottom depth profiles of these transect lines are shown in Figure 3.
Figure 1. Map of Point Cabrillo showing the location of the study area and the
approximate extent of the kelp forests. '
Figure 2. Detailed map of,the study area showing the bottom composition and the
location of transect lines and other features useful for orientation within the
area.
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111 Figure 3. Depth and substrate profiles along 1971 and 1972 transect lines.
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9From 1971 through 1973 ~ kelp plants grew attached to most of the granitic
rocky bottom in the study area. The bottom slopes irregularly to the seaward ~
but is very heterogeneous and contains many rock outcrops ~ ledges and crevices.
Sand and broken shell fill many of the channels between the rocks ~ especially
below about 10 m water depth. The outer part of the area is bordered by a gently
sloping sand flat. The sand areas within and bordering the study area often ac-
cumulate large amounts of drift algae and debris. IVlany of these sand areas sup-
port dense aggregations of tube-building worms ~ mainly Diopatra ornata and
Thelepu8 crispu8, as well as tube anemones ~ :Pachycerianthus sp .
i
~~ Access to the study area is relatively easy from" Agassiz Beach" off the
~ItI eastern side of Point Cabrillo. The seawater intake pipe for the Hopkins Marine
1
II Station can be followed out to reach the southern edge of the kelp bed. An isolated
;1
intertidal rock about +2' IVILLWI labeled fI the rock" in Figures 1 and 2 I makes a good
reference point in the study area; this rock served as the zero point for the 1971
transect lines (A and B in Figures 2 and 3). These transect lines were tied to
pitons driven into crevices in the rocks and are no longer in use. The 1972 trans-
ect lines are set up for longer use; they are tied to stainless steel posts cemented
with epoxy into holes drilled into the rocky bottom. Each line is a polypropylene
rope marked at meter intervals with numbered strips of bicycle handlebar tape.
Because of incrusting animals I growth of algae (including kelp) ~ and wear and
tear ~ the lines have needed to be replaced every six to eight months.
A more permanent "transect line" and a most useful reference line within
the study area is the "black cable" indicated in Figure 1-3. This is an abandoned
heavy duty electrical cable laid by the U.8. Naval Postgraduate School in the late
1950's, before the return of the kelp forest. It extends from "Agassiz Beach" past
10
the seawater intake J curves through the study area around Point Cabrillo, and then
continues toward Point Plnos. Outside the rocky bottom of the kelp bed, most of
the cable is usually covered by sand. Although heavily overgrown in places by
algae, especially corallines, this black cable is easy to find and follow. It bas been
tagged at 10 m intervals starting from the southern edge of the bed. ~Jluch of it
runs along the edge of the rocky ramparts of the bed and over sand channels. On
the inner side of the black cable at about 200 m is the site of the California Depart-
ment of Fish and Game 1971-1973 study on fish .and kelp cutting (labelled uF & Gil
in Fig. 2; see Miller and Geibel, 1974). At about 250 m on the black cable a large
rocky outcrop rises steeply from about 15 m to within about 3 m of the surface.
This spectacular outcrop is richly covered with sea anemones, corals and
barnacles.
ANNOTATED SPECIES LIST
The following list gives the species of benthic alga~ and invertebrates re-
ported to occur in the kelp forest study area at Point Cabrillo by the Summer 1971
and Fal11972 classes. The names of the people who collected and identified the
species are given at the beginning of each group. Each species name is followed
by one or two numbers; "1" means it \vas found in the Summer of 1971 and "2" that
it was found in the Fall of 1972. A few additional species were found in 1973 and
these were added to the list, and are indicated by "3" .
Voucher specimens were collected for most of the species recorded. The
letter "V" following a species name means vouchers are held in the uese collection.
The short paragraph under each species name is to aid in field identifica-
tion, and to give some indication of the species' abundance and where it might be
found in the kelp forest.
!'
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Some groups of organisms were not included in this biotic listing ~ either
because they were not common and seemed unimportant (e. g ." Chlorophyta), were
too small to collect (e. g. , peracaridans)" were too difficult to collect without de-
straying the habitat (e. g . ~ bivalves) " or were pelagic or motile (e. g ." plankton"
fishes) . lVlany of the common fishes in the kelp bed were listed in the 1971 class re-
port ~ however J and a good account of kelp. forest fishes is given by rv1iller and Lecl
(1973). See also Miller and Geibel, 1974.
Table 1 compares the species numbers found in the Point Cabrillo kelp
forest with those found by several other studies. The most thorough previous
study in northern California is McLean's (1962) conducted for several years
around Yankee Point, south of Carmel. At the time of this study, done shortly
after the return of the sea otters, this area was mainly a Nereocystis forest. Ex-
cept for brown algae and gastropods (his specialty) ~ all of McLean's taxa con-
tained less species than we found at Point Cabrillo. Although his lower species
numbers may indicate conditio~s in a Nereocystis forest prior to the influence of sea
otters" they probably reflect mainly the fact that McLean did his study alone while
we had nearly 30 people working at Point Cabrillo. The relatively low numbers
of species found by Faro (1968) and Minter (1971) in kelp forests near Point PiIios
and Del Monte Beach probably also reflect mainly the limitations of persons
working alone.
North's (1971) compilation of species found in southern Califorllia kelp
forests shows many more species for most t~lxa than we found in the Point Cabrillo
kelp forest. This difference is mainly the result of North compiling species re-
ported from many different and diverse kelp forests, and it seems unlikely that
0 ••
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Table 1. Numbers of species in selected taxa found in the Point Cabrillo kelp forest in compari-
son with numbers reported for other areas. Numbers of species found at Point Cabrillo which
were not listed for southern California by North (1971) are given in parentheses.
Point Yankee Point Del Monte Southern
Cabrill0 Point Pinos Beach California
(this report) (McLean~ (Faro~ (Minter ~ (North,
1962) 1968) 1971) 1971)
Taxon
Phaeophyta 9(4) 13 12 5 29
Rhodophyta 68(42) 27 23+ 9 92
Porifera 22(7) 11 4 13 41
Cnidaria 29(15) 15 12 14 48
Polychaeta 55(35) 7 3 12 110
Polyplacophora 23(13) 10 5 .5 15
Gastropoda 51(25) 70 28 29 135
Decapoda 42(24) 16 7 13 53
Bryozoa 23(6) 14 1 3 51
Echinodermata 25(6) 22 14 13 43
Ascidiacea 22(15) 19 4 16 14
TOTAL 369(192) 224 113 132 631 ...
N
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any single kelp forest contains more than about half the species he lists. About
half the species we list for the Point Cabrillo kelp forest were not recorded by
North (1971) for southern California kelp forests. These species are marl~ed with
an asterisk (*) in the following lists. Many of our species not listed by North
probably do not occur in southern California" and, as pointed out by Neushul et
ale (1967)" species composition" and perhaps other aspects of the forests" may
be considerably different off northern and southern California. Many more detailedI studies are needed to elucidate these differences.
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absent. Egregia menziesii was found in the shallow areas of the 1971 transect
Cystoseira reproductive structures ~ contributed to the dense canopy. In the
productive phase with masses of reproductive fronds extending to the surface.
Lloyd Lowry, 1971; David Garrison~ George Landreth, A'rthur Nonomura~ Carol
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DIVISlor~ PHAEOPHYTA
In the summer study (1971).. Cystoseira osmundacea plants \vere in their re-
munda in 1972 may be due to seasonality or transect line"locations. Colpomenia
shrunken and heavily in<?rusted by bryozoans and hydroids. Coilodesme was
fall study (1972) ~ Cystoseira was not reproductive and vegetative portion appeared
The epiphyte Coilodesme californica was very common and .. along with the
I
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~~ Pillsbury, 1972.I~
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·IfI lines. but was not reported in 1972. probably as a result of the location of the
~ . ..~ transect line which did not extend into the intertidal. The absence of Desmarestia
~~i~~~~ perigrina. an epiphytic species found in 1972.t was undoubtedly overlooked in the
:f~t~ 197~ 1 study .
In 1971, all IVlacrocystis plants were considered to be IV!. pyrifera. In 1972,
cystis at Point Cabrillo is very variable I and a gradation of form from that characteristic
.~
~
~~I both M. py!ifera and M. integrifolia were reported. The holdfast morphology of Macro:-
~~
f.i of M. pyrifera to that of lVI. integrifolia can be found. See Neushal (1971) for a
,r~~ discussion of identification and distribution of the species Macrocystis. A pre-
;[..'
was published by Towle and Pearse (1973) .
]' liminary study of the productivity of IV[acrocystis in the Point Cabrillo forest
..
:~-:
't
Voucher specimens for the brown algae were not taken; however I all species
reported are easily identifiable. Smith, Hollenberg and Abbott (1969) was uoed
for identifications and clescriptions of species. All species were found attached
to rocks unless otherwise noted.
15
Family Encoeliaceae
Family Laminariaceae
Coilodesme californica (Ruprecht, 1851) -- 1
Thalli light olive-tan in color, up to 50 em long J membranous and
bag-shaped. Only found growing epiphytic on CystoseiI'a reproductive
fronds in the summer. Attains densest growth in s~eltered areas where
it contributes considerably to the canopy.
Colpomenia perigrina (Sauvageau J 1927) -- 2
Thalli rounded sacs J relatively thin and smooth. Internal structure
parenchymatous~consisting of 1-2 rows of cortical cells and 2-3 rows of
subcortical cells. Found growing epiphytically on other species of algae.
Laminaria setchellii Silva, 1957 -- 1,2
Thalli up to two meters tall J usually dark brown. Holdfast much
branched, stipe cylindrical, up to 70 em long. Blade broad and smooth,
in mature plants divided vertically into 5-10 sections. In younger plants
blade may be incompletely or not at all divided. Plants are frequently
found in patches J commonly in the shallower (5 - 6 m dee'p) parts of the
kelp bed, but very few of these patches are present in the study area.
*
, ORDER DESMARESTIALES
'I~ Family Desmarestiaceae
I D'esmarestia munda Setchell and Gardner. 1924 -- 1
'h Thalli usually dark brown in color with main axis and blades very,~ broad (2-10 em) and flattened. Main axis ribbon-like, branches tapered9 at both ends, stipitate at the base. Branching is fairly sparse and op-
':~ posite. Usually found below 6 m depth as large (up to 2 meters long)
:U isolated plants lying close to the substrate. Plants were sparse in 1971
-11IORDER p::c::::::ed m 1972.
:\m
1:~
I~!
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~'I~,; ORDER LAMINARIALES
'11.:::.' :amilY Alariaceae
Egregia menziesii (Turner, 1808) -- 1
~I Ho1dfasts consisting of compact branched haptera. Elongated stipe.
-~ sub-cylindrical to markedly compressed. Short filiform to spatulateI blades arising from lateral margins of the stipe. some blades forming
~. spindle-shaped pneumatocysts. Surface of stipe and blades covered with
'.•.,~.;... many mmute tubercles. Occurs as scattered patches along the inner mar-
;. gin of the kelp forest.;;
i~~
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l\i1acrocystis integrifolia Bory, 1826 -- 2
Holdfast rhizomatous, densely compacted with long branched hap-
tera. Stipe divided 4-5 times dichotomously at base \\ith blades borne
unilaterally at regular intervals. IVlature lateral blades up to 80 em
long with a short stipe and sub-globular pneumatocyst. Lateral blades
formed from terminal blade which splits asymmetrically from base to
apex. Few specimens at Point Cabril10 appear to have sufficiently
rhizomatous holdfasts to be considered' M. integrifolia. These occur
mainly interti.dally or at shallow depths-:
Dictyoneuropsis reticulata (Saunders. 189.5) -- 1.2
Thalli up to one meter long. usually yellowish-brown in color .
Holdfast ~uch branched. stipe short and frequently dichotomously
branched 2-3 times. Blade elongate J bullate with a pronounced midrib.
Usually found. in groups of several blades. groups being widely scattered.
Cystoseira osmundacea (Menzies, 1809) -- 1.2 ~
Thalli consisting of a conical woody holdfast. erect stipe. and
primary and secondary (reproductive) branches. Primary branches
arising from all sides of stipe ~ flattened and 'pinnately divided. Secondary
branches long I cylindrical, profusely and irregularly branched ~ ter-
minating in a series of 5-12 small vesicles. Primary branches perennial,
dark brown, up to one meter high. Secondary branches light brown, up
to eight meters long and seasonal, beginning growth in late fall,
reaching surface in late spring and disappearing in late summer. Com-
mon throughout the kelp forest, often in clumps of several individuals.
*
Family Lessoniaceae
Family Sargassaceae
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1 Macrocystis pyrifera (Linnaeus. 1771) -- 1,2,~ Similar to M. integrifolia except that the holdfast is conical in shape.
;1 Macrocystis is thedominant brown algae in the kelp forest. and most plantsI appear to be M. EYI"ifera.~ ORDER FUCALESiI
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Tim Norall, 1971; David Garrison, Geor~e Landreth, Arthur Nonomura and Carol
Pillsbury, 1972
No descriptions ..:are given in the following list, as these can be found
for almost all species in Smith, Hollenberg and Abbott (1969). Voucher
specimens for the species collected in 1971 are maintained in the G.M. Smith
herbarium at Hopkins Marine Station, and vouchers for the species found in
1972 are in the herbarium at U.C. Santa Cruz.
It is well known that depth (as a measure of light intensity and
possibly surge) and substrate are two of the most important factors limiting
the distribution of benthic algae. Discrete depth ranges as well as changes
in biomass with depth are obvious for many species of algae in the kelp f'orest 0
No mention of this distribution is made in the species list since few
observations have been made for most species, and casual observations might
be misleading. The substrat~ on which various species have been found are
given in the list; however, these may not be the only substrates on which
the various species occur.
Comparing the 1971 and 1972 species lists, several differences can be
seen. Eleven species that were found in 1971 were not found the following
year. Of these) 9 were small species found attached~to worm tubes. T~se
may be seasonal forms and therefore absent or greatly reduced in size in
the fall study. Twenty-four new species were recorded in 1972. Six of
these were 'corallines which were not included in the 1971 study. The remaining
additional species probably are the result of the 4 people looking for red
algae in 1972 as opposed to only 1 person in 1971.
We would like to acknowledge the help of James Norris who aided in
identifications in 1971, and the invaluable aid of Dr. Isabella Abbott who
checked the identifications for both years.
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ORDER CER!lMr~L,ES
Family Ceramiaceae
.~; Antithatp.,g~gn £leI!.cg-_oide~~ Smith and Hollenberg, 1943... -1) 2
Forms turf on rocks and on backs of 9~~~oc~~~o~
Call'ithamnion b·iseriat.um I<.ylin, 1925-,-1
Epiphytic on A$arfthiella and on worm tubes
Microcladia coulteria Harvey, 1853- oow 1,2
.- Epiphytic on'Gig~!tina and .Pri:,.o}litis
e;'c !1.tl;-_~aLel1op~_~.§. da~~onii Post, 1964··-1,2
On rocl<s
* gle1!.~Q..s.E0~iUl!! §as~o_~des (J. G. Asard'h) 1876)·· ··1,2
Epiphytic on PorphyrE! and G~_~.~ro~!..~1}j.uI!!.~.. and on worm tubes
* ~j.ffaniell~ ..syn~ri (Farlow, 1889)n·.. l,2
In sand
Family Dasyaceae
e.)( RhocJ._opti.l_1;1~ den~'l.l~ (Smith, 1943) --1
On rocks and WDrm tubes
Family Delesseraceae
A~~~rium uncinatum (Turner, 1808)--1
On worm tubes
'.
BotrY0lt~o~~um farlow~~~ (J.G. Agardh, 1898)--1,2
On rocks
'Bo~~2og1o_ssum rupr_~~hti~a (J.G. Agardh, 1372)--1,2
In sand and worm beds
Qryptop1eura violacea (J.G. Agardh, 1876)--1
On wor~ "t-ubes--
* ~ymenena setchellii Gardner, 1927--: 2
On roclts"·~··-·'--
* .!'Ti~nburgia andersoniana (J'.G. Agardh, 1876)--1,2
On rocks and worm tubes
~Nit'Dphyl1um cincinnatum Abbott, 1969·· .... 2
Epiphytic on- C~l!_~arthron
18
* PhycodJ='~s s~tcb~11ii Slcottsberg, 1922··-1
On worm tubes
polye.!!ura .latissima (Harvey, 1862) .. ··1,2
On rocks and worm tubes
Family Rhodomelaceae
19
* Hetero~honia .~lumula·Hollenberg,1970-~1,2--described in Phycologica 9(1):
Epiphytic on corallines ~nd crabs, and on rocks 61-72
,'( Laure~cia gardneri Hollenberg, 1943··· - 2
On sand
* ~aurencia ~ectabi~i~ Pastels and Ruprecht, 1840--1,2
On rocks
* Polysiphonia pacifjc~ Hollenberg, 1942~~l
Epiphytic on crabs
Pterosiphonia bailYi: (Harvey, 1853)··-1,2
Epiphytic on GilL~~tina and Prio~iti~ and on rocks
Pter2sipho~ia dendroidea (Montagne, 1837)--1
On sand
ORDER CRYPTONEMIALES
Family Corallinaceae
* Bossiel1~ califorFica (Decaisne, 1842)--2
On rocks
13_C?-ssiella orbign~ana (D~caisne, 1847)- ... 2
on rocks
Callia~thron cheilosporio~~esManza, 1937-~2
On rocks
* Cal1iarthron setchel1iae Manza, 1937- .... 2
·--On rocks -.
* Melobesia ~arginata Setchel1 and Foslie, 1902--2
Epiphytic on Lauren~ia, ~od~~~~~, and Gigartina
:··.···-.1····.'··1.. .
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Family Cryptonamiaceae
"#~ Cryptqp.~mia bore.~lis Kylin, 1925--1
On worm tubes
~2!lemia obovata J .G. Agardh, 1876--1
On worm tubes
*H~~~nia calJ_~D~nica Smith and Hollenberg, 1943--1,2
On rocks and pebbles
*Hal~nia coccinea (Harvey, 1862}- ... 2
On rocks
* Prionitis filiformis Kylin~ 1941--2
On to clt.s
Prionitis l~C?..lata Harvey, 1863--1,2
On roclts
Family Dumontiaceae
* Pikea robusta Abbott) 1968--1
On worm tubes
Family Kallymeniaceae
* Cal10phyllis crenulata Setchell) 1923- .. 1
On rocks
Cal1ophyl1is firma Ky1in, 1941--2
On sand-covered rocks
* Callophyl1is flabe11u1ata Harvey) 1.862~-1,2
On sand and worm tubes and epiphytic on other red algae
* Cal~~phyllis hean~phyl1a Setchel1, 1923--2
In l'10rm bed
* Calloph~;is pinnata Setchel1 and Sweezy, 1923--1,2
On roclts
* Callophyllis thomp~~nii Setchel1) 1923--1,2
In sand and on rocks
Callophyllis yi~ac~a J.G. Agardh~ 1885--1,2
On sand and silt-covered rocks
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*,?ugetia fraz.;l!.~si~.! l{ylin) 1925- ... 2
In worm beds
ORDER GELIDIALES
Family Gelidiacea
*~elidium~~ (Stackhouse, 1801)--1
On rocks
Ge1idium robustum (Gardner, 1927)--1,2
On rocks and sand-covered rocks
ORDER GIGARTlNALES
Family" Gigartinaceae
*~lJiartina bory!_Setche11 and Gardner, 1~33--2
On rocks
*9igartina cal~fornica J.G. Agardh, 1899--1,2
On rocks
*Gigart~na co~pifera (Kutzing, 1847)--1,2
On rocks
*Gigartina harveyana (Kutzing, 1849)--2
Under rock faces
*Rhodoglossum rose~ (Kylin, 1941)--2
On rocIts
Family:Gracilariaceae
*Gracilaria verrucossa (Hudson,1762 )--2
On sandy bottom
Gracil~rio£sis sjoes~~dii (Kylin, 1930)--2
On sandy bottom
Family Nemastomaceae
Schi.zY!!!.e:.nia ~cifica I{ylin, 1932---1) 2
Epiphytic on Cyst~~~ir~ and on rocks
Family Phyllophoraceae
*QymnogonGrus platyphyllus Gardner, 1927--1
On rocks and WDrm tubes
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Family ~locamiaceae
Jll:...ocamJ.um co.cci~ var. E.!.cific~ (Kylin, 1925)--1,2
On rocl~s and worm tubes
Family Soleriaceae
* Agardp.ieJ.l! !~.E~ra (J.G. Agardh, 1852)--1,2
On rocks
.;~ ORDER RHODYMENIALES
Fmmily Campiaceae
* 9.Eel.2~_~j...!.! com!!ressa Hollenberg, 1940- .. 2
On rocks
Gastroc1onium coulteri (Harvey, 1853)- ..·1,2
On rocks and~ tubes
Family Rhodymeniaceae
.!3o~_~.x2cl_~~i~ p.§~ud~jichotOI!l1! (Farlow, 1889) - ,·.. 1,2
On rocks and worm tubes
Fau~h~~ ..lac~niata J.G. Agardh, 1885--··2
Epiphytic on ?ri~~~~
¥nee~_1a aard]leri (Setc11e11, 1901) ..·-1)2
In worm beds and on silted rocks
RhC?~~~~a Mattetl~~~~ Da'\'1son, 19/:·1--2
On worm tubes
1lliod~enJ.~ ca1ifo~nica Kylin, 1931--1,2
On rocks
* R4odym~.!lia ca~.~ophyllidoides Hollenberg and Abbott, 1965·.. -1,2
On rocks ana worm tubes
* ~odYIIl~ni:! lob~t~ Da~lson, 1941--2
On rocks
Rhod~aJa pacifica Kylin, 1931--1,2
On sheltered rocks.
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PHYLUl\~ PORIFERA
David Garrison I 1971; Bruce Petty I 1972
There is no good key for subtidal sponges of central California and many
subtidal species do not occur intertidally so are not included in Light et ale
(1954). Indeed many subtidal species probably have not been described. The
following list includes the more common sponges found in the Point Cabrillo
kelp forest which could be identified using de Laubenfels (1932) and Light et al.
(1954). The names are those used in the revised 3rd edition of Lightrs Manual
(Hartm~, 1974). The descriptions given in the list should aid in the identification
of specimens; however I for almost all species I spicule examination is usually
necessary (see Light et al. (1954) pp. 11-15 for technique and terminology) .
Difficulty of field identification makes studying distribution of sponges
difficult. Due to their commonly incrusting, "colonial" form I density estimates
must be in terms of percent cover which is somewhat harder to measure than
numerical. density. Measuring the ecological parameters important to filtering
organisms such as sponges (i. e ., water movement, suspended organic matter and
sediments) involves several methodological problems. For the above reasons,
little ecological information" is given in the species list. However I since sponges
are common and diverse members of the kelp forest, and may be very important
in the regulation of available free space, they merit much further study.
.' J I··
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CLASS CALCAREA
Leucetta losangelensis (de Laub. I 1930) -- 2V
Small dull white sponge. Surface is slimy and appears wormlike with
no apparent oscules . Found incrusting on red algae.
Leucandra (= Leuconia) heathi (Urban, 1905) -- IV 12V
Dirty white with a firm, spiny surface. One la.rge osculum sur-
rounded by a ring of spines. Shape varies from globose to incrusting whe~'1
clusters are found together. Common on exposed surfaces.
* Leucosolenia eleanor (UrbanI 1905) -- lV
Forms spongy mass of white anastomosing tubules. Common on ex-
posed rock surfaces and on the carapace of decorator crabs (Loxorhynchus
and Scyra).
Leucilla (= Rhabdodermella) nuttingi (UrbanI 1902) -- IV ~ 2V
Slender vase-like sponge, white to tan in color. Often found in
clumps with each sponge attached by a stalk. Common on exposed rock
surfaces.
* Scypha sp. -- 2V
White in color with fibrous texture. May be either S. coronatum or S.
coactum as described in de Laubenfels (1932). Scarce. - -
CLASS DEMOSPONGAE '
Subclass Cornacuspongida
Order Halichondrida
* flalichondria panicea (Pallas~ 1766) -- IV
Color variable, oscules raised on tubercles and irregularly spaced.
Forms mats and may intermix, with other incrusting organisms.
Prianos :eroblematicus de Laub. , 1930 -- 2V
Consistency firm, color drab. Surface is very irregular with large
oscules raised into rounded craters.
* Prianoa sp. -- 2V
Medium thick incrusting with large raised oscules. Color dirty white
to tan.
Order Haplosclerida
Adocia gellindra (de Laub. ~ 1932) -- 2V
Sliliiy and fragile, drab to lavender in color. Very sticky when
broken apart. Pores are evident J but there are no oscu1es. Found grow-
ing on bases of red algae.
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Haliclona sp. -- 1~ 2V
Light brown in color. Surface lacy with many small p·ores.
Order Poecilosclerina (includes all red and orange sponges)
Acarnus erithicus de Laub. J 1927 -- 2V
Consistency hard I color bright red to orange '. Surface is very porous
with large, scattered J raised oscules. Thickness varies from 1 to 5 em'.
Very common~ usually found in fairly deep water (greater than 8m) grow-
ing near the base of large boulders.
* Astylinifer ardnti de Laub. :I 1930 -- 2V
Thin incrusting form witll fragile consistency. Color lime-green to
yellow.
Axocielita (= ~~periopsi8) originalis (de Laub. J 1930) -- IV, 2V
Very thin incrusting form:l light orange in color f Found growing in
crevices often with coralline algae.
Hymenamphiastra cyanocrypta de Laub) 1930 -- IV" '2V
Very thin incrusting form I cobalt blue in color. Very abundant in
deeper areas on exposed rock faces.
* Antho (= Isociona) lithophoenix (de Laub. :I 1927) -- 2V
Thin:l incrusting form J usually covering large areas.. Color is red-
orange. '
* Microciona llljcrojoanna de Laub. , 1930 -- 1~ 2V"'
Thin incrusting form with small oscules not raised above the surface.
Color is orange outside and brown in the center.
Paresperella Esila de Laub. I 1930 -- IV, 2V
Large incrusting form with slightly spongy consistency. Surface
has many pores and large raised oscules. Color is off-white. Has
characteristic toothed c-shaped spicules.
Plocamissa igzo (de Laub. , 1932) -- 2V
Orange-red in color. Surface warty with pores but no oscules.
Lissodendoryx (= Tedania) topsenti (de Laub. ~ 1930) -- lV: 2V
Salmon pink in color with sponge-like consistency. Surface covered
with papillae. Not common, usually found in crevices.
Subclass Tetraxonida
Order Hadromerida
Cliona celata Grant californiana de Laub., 1932 -- IV" 2V
Yellow boring sponge common in the shells of barnacles and molltlSCS.
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Tethya aurantia (Pallas) californ~ana de Laub. J 1932 -- 2V
Large spherical sponge with a thick stalk and worm-like markingiJ
on the surface. Yellow-orange in color.
Timea authia de Laub •• 1930 -- 2V
---Worm-like epithelium with no oscules evident. Amorphous, incrust-
ing; color is dirty yellow.
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PHYLUll~ CNIDARIA
David W. Towle ~ 1971; Debby Da.y ~ 1972
Although conspicuous and important in kelp beds J many of the subtidal
cnidarians are poorly known and undescribed. There are no good keys available
and most of the systematic literature is badly dated. Light et al. (1954) was used as
an entry to naming our species, as' was North (1968). More complete identification
of the corals and h.ydroids was done with the aid of Durham (1947) and Fraser
(1937) J respectively.
Four species of hydroids and a ·stauromedusan were recorded in 1971 but were
not found in 1972. On the.other hand~ more thorough examination and more sys-
tematic sophistication in 1972 resulted in the addition of seven species of hydroids
and seven ,species of antb~zoanswhich were not r~corded in 1971. DAore species, ill
particular hydroids, undoubtedly could be found with continued searching~ but
\.
most of the major species of all classes of cnidarians in the Point Cabrillo forest
probably have been recorded now and these are listed below.
The most important cnidarians in the Point Cabrillo forest are probably the
anemone Corynactis californica and the coral Astrangia lajollensis. These two
species cover large areas of rocks ~ particularly vertical faces. The two corals ~
Balanophyllia elegans and Paracyathus stearnsi ~ and the anemone ~ Anthopleura
elegantissima~ also occur commonly and conspicuously on rocks. The tube
anemone ~ Pachycerianthus sp. ~ is a conspicuous part of the fauna in the saIld
.~ adjacent to the kelp bed. Most of the hydroids are small and inconspicuous. how-
.~
oj ever ~ Abietinaria sp. and Aglaophenia sp. are abundant on rocks and algae, and
~u~opella everta and Plumularia sp. are common ~pizooites on red algae.
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CLASS HYDROZOA
Order Stylasterina
* Allopora porphyra (Fisher, 1931) -- 1
A hydrocora1, bright purple in color. I-Iydranths concealed in flat
incrusting sheets. Scarce, on rocks.
Order Hydroida
* Abietinaria abietina (Linnaeus. 1758) -- IV. 2V
Colony plumelike, stem stout with branches making a vJide angle
with the stem. Thecae bilateral, alternate, not stalked. Common,
on algae and rocks.
* Abietinaria sp. -- 2V
Colony large. plumelike with numerous side branches in one plane.
Hydrothecae with a smooth margin, operculum of one piece. Common on
algae and rocks, often in large clusters.
* Aglaophenia latirostris Nutting, 1900 -- 2V
Hydrothecal margin with 11 teeth, two hydrotheca between the cor-
bula (gonangia covering) and the stem. Corbula with 8 pairs of
leaves.
* Aglaophenia struthionides (Murray, 1860) -- IV
Colony stiff and Ieatherlike . Thecae unilateral, not stalked; thecal
margin with 11 teeth. Three hydrotheca between,.corbula and stem. Com.-
mon. on algae and rocks.
AgIaophenia sp. -- 2V
Colony large ~ stiff ~ brown or greenish-brown in color. Hydro-
thecae unilateral, close-set, with toothed and sculptured margins.
Identification to species impossible without reproductive stages present.
* Campanularia exigua (Sara I 1857) -- 2V
Hydrothecae stalked and wineglass-shaped. Stem branched but not
fascicled. Scarce.
Campanularia sp. -- IV, 2V
Hydrothecae wineglass-shaped ~ attached directly to hydrocaulus
(main stem of colony). Identification to species requires sexual stages.
Scarce, on red algae.
* Eucopella everta (Clark, 1876) -- 2V
Hydrothecae stalked and wineglass-shaped, with excessively
thickened walls. Hydrothecal pedicel wavy or annulated. Very common
on algae, particularly Prionitis .
:
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* Plumularia plumularoides (Clark, 1876) -- IV, 2V
Thecae unilateral, not stalked. Colony slender and flexible. Stem
unfascic1ed, no athecate internodes I no septal ridges. Scarce, on red
algae.
Plumularia sp. -- 2V
Colony colorless, delicate, slender and flexible. Hydrothecae uni-
lateral, occuring at considerable intervals e· Margin of hydrothecae not
toothed or sculptured. Common, on red algae.
* Sertularella tricuspidata (Alder, 1856) -- IV
Hydrothecae bilateral, alternate, not stalked. Colony with few or
no branches. Thecal margin with 3 equal teeth. Scarce on algae.
Sertularella sp. -- 2V
Colony small and without side branches. Hydrothecae bilateral and
alternate or subalternate. Hydrothecal margin with 3 equal teeth.
Hydrothecal margin with 3 equal teeth. Hydrothecae borne on minute
stems. Gonangia large, oval, and covered with slender, slightly curved
spines. On algae.
* Sertularia furcata Trask, 1857 -- 2V
Colony small, delicate without branches. Hydrothecae bilateral and
opposite. Marginal teeth distinct, one usually larger than the others.
Operculum of 2 pieces. Scarce.
* Sertularia pumila (Linnaeus, 1768) -- IV
Hydrothecae bilateral, opposite, not stalked.·' Thecal margin with
two teeth. Gonangium smooth. Scarce, found on Phyllospadix.
CLASS SCYPHOZOA
(Although some scyphomedusans occur frequently in the Point Cabrill0
kelp forest~ particularly Pelagia sp., these were not recorded sys-
tematically' and are not listed here.)
Order Stauromed\lsae
* ThaumatoscJ.TJ.>hus sp. -- IV
Body wineglass-shaped, about 1 em long. surmounted by Blobes
equally spaced about margin, each bearing short capitate tentacles.
Scarce, on red algae.
I
I
J
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CLASS ANTHOZOA
Subclass Octocorallia
Order Stolonifera
* Clavularia ? -- 2V
Small colonies a few em in diameter, drab yellow or tan. Small
retractile ~ white polyps with spicules and eight delicate pinnate
tentacles. IVlay be different genus of stoloniferan or perhaps alcyona-
cean . Probably undescribed. Scarce in ere,vices and under over-
hanging roclts.
Subclass Hexacorallia
Order Scleractinia
Astrangia lajollensis Durham, 1947 -- 2V
Small social coral, about i em in diameter, brown-green or dull
orange in color. Commonly found forming extensive sheets on
vertical rock faces.
Balanophyllia elegans Verrill, 1864 -- IV ~ 2
Solitary coral up to about 1 cm in diameter, circular cup with sides
of corallite nearly parallel. Polyp bright orange. Common on rock
surfaces.
Paracyathus stearnsi Verrill, 1869 -- 2
Large solitary coral ~ usually oblong cup up to lx2 em. Sides of
corallite not parallel, top much wider than base, corallite trumpet-
shaped. Polyp reddish-brown with fluorescent green flecks. Comnlon
on vertical rock' faces ~ often surrounded by Astrangia.
Order Corallimorpharia
Corynactis californica Carlgren # 1936 -- IV, 2V
Small anemone about 1 em in diameter with numerous white capi-
tate tentacles. Column smooth, color variable and includes scarlet~
orange ~ purple-red and brown. Abundant on rock surfaces ~ usually
as aggregating colonies.
Order Actiniaria
Anthopleura elegantissima (Brandt, 1835) -- 2
Column usually green with large tubercles arranged in irregu~.aj:
longitudinal rows and often wlth sand and gravel attached. Tentacles
variously marked ~ often tipped with pink or purple. Disc usually
with radial markings. Common in sandy bottomed rock crevices~
sometimes in aggregating colonies, but often solitary and large,
up to 10 em diameter I and easily confused witll A. xant11ogrammicn..
I
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Anthopleura xanthogrammica (Brandt, 1835) -- 1,2
Column olive brown with very small tubercles not arranged in rov;n~;
appears velvety. Tentacles solid colored J disc solid colored deep grecl1 ~
no radial markings. Large anemones ~ always solitary J scarce i!l sh.al-
low parts of the Hopkins bed.
Epiactis prolifera Verrill, 1869 -- 2
l.\1edium-sized light brown to reddish anemone up to about 3 em in
diameter with many pointed tentacles. Column smooth with longitudi-
nal white stripes at the base. Often with brooded young at base. Com-
mon J attached to rocks and algae.
* Halcampa decemtentaculata Hand J 1954 -- 2
Small sand-burrowing anemone up to about 1 em diameter with 10
white tentacles. Scarce, buried in sand with tentacles flush \vith
surface.
Tealia coriacea (Cuvier, 1798) -- 2
Medium-sized anemone with a column densely covered with ad-
herent tUbercles. Tentacles white ~ disc often red. Scarce ~ usually
found buried in gravel or shell debris.
* Tealia crassicornis (Muller ~ 1776) -- 1.. 2
Column with few or no tubercles .. red in color .. frequently with
patches of green or brownish green. Tentacles short J thick and
numerous J tapered at ends. Scarce .. usually found on vertical rock
surfaces in deeper parts of the study area.
Tealia lofotensis (Danielssen, 1890) -- I, 2
Large anemone with scarlet column and few white tubercles ar-
ranged in regular longitudinal rows. Scarce, usually found on vertical
rock faces in deeper parts of the study area.
Subclass Ceriantipatharia
Order Cerianthida
Pachycerianthus sp. -- 1,2
Large anemones with numerous slender tentacles. Live in parch-
ment tubes up to 6 em in diameter and extending 6 - 20 em
above surface of sand. Common in ~and areas, particularly in the
Diopatra-Thelepu8 beds.
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PHYLUlVl ANNELIDA, CLASS POLYCf-IAETA
Jerry Powell, 1971; David White and Camille Goebel, 1972
A total of 55 species of polychaetes have been recorded from the kelp forest
and adjacent sandy areas at Point Cabril10. Of these, only 6 species were found
in both 1971 and 1972 . The differences in the species lists for the two years is a
result of different parts of the kelp forest being studied each year.
Most of the 29 species recorded and collected in 1971 were found within the
kelp forest, either on or among the algae and rocks, or in sand pockets. The
1972 study focused nearly exclusively on the fauna in dense aggregations of
Diopatra ornata in sandy areas within and adjacent to the outer edge of the kelp
forest. In the 1972 study, sand cores were taken from the Diopatra beds and
worms (and other animals) found in these sample were sorted and identified. All
the 32 species recorded in 1972 were from these sand sam~les of the Diopatra ag-
gregations.
The Class Polychaeta includes many species, the identification of which re-
quire careful examination and use of proper keys, therefore, no descriptions are
given in the following list. Light et a1. (1954) can be used for identification of
some species. however, Iiartman's Atlas of the Polychaetes.. (1968 1 1969) is the
definitive reference and should be used whenever possible.
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Eunice biannulata Moore, 1904 -- 2V
Family Eunicidae
Family Capitellidae
Dorvillea gracilis (Hartman, 1938) -- 1
Found in Macrocystis holdfast.
Notomastus magnu8 Hartman, 1947 -- 2V
Dasybranchus lumbricoides Grube·, 1868 -- 2V
NotomastuB lobatus Hartman, 1947 -- 2V
*
*
*
*
*
Pherusa papillata (Johnson J 1901) -- IV, 2V
Common in sand and Diopatra beds.
Family Glyceridae
Chaetozone setosa Malmgren, 1867- -- 2V
Eunice sp. -- IV
One specimen found in sand
Family Flabelligeridae
* Drilonereis falcata Moore ~ 1911 -- 2V
Dodecaceria fistulacola Ehlers, 1901 -- 1
Found in shallow water near beginning of 1971 transect lines.
Family Dorvilleidae·
Family Cirratulidae
Family Arabellidae
Arabella iricolor (Montagu ~ 1804) -- IV
Scarce ~ in sand
Family Aphroditi~ae
* Aphrodita sp. -- 2
Rare.
* G1ycera americana Leidy, 1855 -- 2V
Glycera tesselata Grube, 1863 -- 2V
Family Nereidae
Family Hesionidae
Family Lumbrinereidae
Nereis procera Ehlers, 1868 -- 2V
Common in Diopatra beds.
Nereis latescens Chamberlin, 1919 -- IV
Abundant in ground cover in kelp area.
Eunereis longipes Hartman, 1936 -- IV
Common on rocks in and among sponge and tunicate colonies.
Nephtys caecoides Hartman" 1938 -- 2V
Nephtya californiensis Hartman" 1938 -- IV
Common in ground cover in kelp areas
Lumbrinereis cruzensis Hartman, 1944 -- 2V
Lumbrinereis impatiens (Claparede" 1868) -- 2V
Lumbrinereis tetruara (Schmarda" 1861) -- 2V
Lumbrinereis bassi Hartman~ 1944 -- 2V
Lumbrinereis bicirrata Treadwell, 1929 -- 2V
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Ophiodromis (= Podarke) pugettensis (Johnson, 1901) -- 1,2
Common on the oral surface and in the ambu1acral grooves of Patiria
miniata.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Family Nephtyidae
Nereis vexillosa Grube, 1851 -- 1
- Found in l\7acrocystis holdfast.
Nereis zonata l\!1a1mgren, 1867 -- IV
Abundant in Macrocystis holdfasts.
* Platynereis agassizi (Ehlers, 1868) -- IVCommon ill·Macro~~~isholdfasts.
Family Onuphidae
I
I
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Diopatra ornata Moore, 1911 -- IV, 2V
Forms quite dense and extensive beds in sandy areas in and Ol.lt of the
kelp forest.
Pectinaria californiensis Hartman, 1941 -- 2V
Family Orbiniidae
Family Phyllodocidae
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Anaitedes groenlandica (Oersted, 1843) -- 2V
Eteone pacifica Hartman. 1936 -- 1
Scarce in ground cover
Nothria elegans (Jahnson, 1901) -- 2V
Nothria stigmatis (Treadwell, 1922) -- 2V
Ophelia assimilis Tebble, 1953 -- 1
Scarce in sand
Hyalinoecia sp. -- IV
Scarce in sand.
*
*
*
*
*
* Owenia collaris 'Hartman, 1955 -- 2V
Common in Diopatra beds.
Family Pectinariidae
Orbinia johnsonii (Moore, 1909) -- 2V
Scoloplos acmeceps Chamberlin, 1919 -- 2V
Family Oweniidae
Family Opheliidae
*. Eulalia bilineata (Johnson, 1940) -- 2V
*
Eulalia sp. -- IV
Eumida bifoliata (l\lloore, 1909) -- 2V
Family Polynoidae
Arctonoe fragilis (Baird, 1863) -- 1,2
Commensal in ambulacra of Orthasterias koehleri
* Arctonoe vittata (Grube, 1855) -- 1
Commensal in branchial grooves of Cryptochiton stelleri
Halosydna brevisetosa I{inberg, 1855 -- IV, 2V
Abundant throughout the kelp forest.
* Lepidasthenia interrupt~ (Marenzeller J 1902) -- 2V
Family Sabellariidae
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Phragmatopoma californica (Fewkes, 1889) -- IV
Found on rocks in shallow water near beginning of 1971 transect lines ·
Sabellaria cementarium Moore, 1906 -- IV ,
Common on rocks in deeper water in kelp area.
Family Sabe11idae
Eudistylia polymorpha (Johnson, 1901) -- IV
Common in rock crevices.
* Sabella crassicornis Sars, 1851 -- 1
Common in sand areas.
Family Serpulidae
Salmacina tribranchiata (Moore, 1923) -- IV
Common on underside of rocks.
Serpula vermicularis Linnaeus, 1767 -- IV
-Common on rocks.
Spirorbis borealis Daudin, 1800 -- 1
Abundant on algae.
* Spirorbis moerchi Levinsen, 1883 -- 1
Found attached to Serpula tubes
Family Terebellidae
Thelepu8 crispus Johnson, 1901 -- IV, 2V
Abundant in sandy areas and Diopatra beds
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PHYLUM MOLLUSCA J CLASS POLYPLACOPHORA
Alfred J . McElroy, 1971; Larry C. Cummings:l 1972
A total of 23 species of chitons have been recorded from the Point Cabrillo
kelp forest. 12 of which were listed in both 1971 and 1972. Three species were
found in 1971 only. while 8 were found in 1972 only; most of these species are
very small and considered scarce. Lepidozona sinudentata which was found to
be fairly common in 1972 was probably found and identified as juvenile L.
mertensii in 1971.
Only three species of chitons are considered to be "very common":
Cryptochiton stelleri ~ Lepidozona mertensii and Tonicella lineata. Cryptochiton
is conspicuous because of its size. while Tonicella is conspicuous due to its
brightly colored pattern. Nuttalina californica in shallow water. and Lepidozona
sinudentata and Stenoplax fallax under rocks were also" common and easy to find.
All the other species required careful and sometimes prolonged searches to find
specimens.
The cbitons were. identified using Light et al, (1954) ~ Smith (1974):1 and
Burghardt and Burghardt (1969) .
FAMILY ACANTHOCHITONIDAE
FAMILY CALLISTOPLACIDAE
*
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Cryptochiton stelleri (Middendorff~ 1846), -- l~ 2
This is the largest species of chiton on the Pacific coast with individuals
reaching lengths in excess of 30 em. It is easily identified by its brick
red color. and thick leathery girdle that completely covers the valves.
Commonly found on exposed rock surfaces and ~andy-bottomareas. Very
common and conspicuous in the study area; 0.4-0.5 animals per m2 were
recorded in 15-1 x 10 m randomly placed belt transects run perpendicular
to the "e" transect on October 7 ~ 1972.
Callistochiton crassiocostatus (Pilsbry, 1893) -- 1, 2V
Small (1-3 em) chiton with a narrow ~ finely scaled girdle which is
cream-colored with brown bands. The lateral area of the median valves
is raised so prominently that it appears as a large, single rib. Anterior
valve has 7-9 strong, radiating ribs. Valves are mottled grayish-green
to light brown or cream. Scarce. found in holdfasts • crevices and under
rocks.
Callistochiton palmulatus (Pilsbry, 1893) -- 1
Small (2 em) chiton with an acute dorsal ridge marked with raised
sculpturing. Anterior valve has 11 ribs and posterior valve has 7 very
strong bifurcating ribs. Girdle imbricated with striated scales. Scarce,
found attached to undersides of rocks.
Nuttalina californica (Reeve~ 1847) -- 1,2V
Medium sized (5 cm) chiton with a medium width girdle which is sandy,
fleshy and thickly covereeJ with bristles. The lateral areas are broad-
ribbed. Color of the valves is black with an occasional white stripe down
the sides of the dorsal ridge. Girdle color is cream or cream and brown
banded. Common intertidal and shallow subtidal often in association with
Balanus, Mytilus and Pollicipes .
FAMILY CHAETOPLEURIDAE
Chaetopleura gemma (DaIl, 1879) -- 2V
Small (1-2 em) chiton with a narrow girdle with sparsely scattered
glass-like spicules. Valves with rows of prominent, round/l projecting
tubercles, finer and more numerous on the central areas. Girdle light
orange to cream to ashy green in color ~ valvee bright orange to yellow-
brown to ashy green, posterior valve often darker than the others. Fairly
common, found in crevices/I on rock shelves/I in holdfasts and under
small rocks. .
FAMILY ISCHNOCHITONIDAE
,.J
* Basilochiton flectens (Carpenter, 1864) -- 1
Small (2 em) chiton with a sandy girdle with minute spiculose fringe.
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Opposite the sutural areas of valves 6 and 7 and on tl.1e posteI·ior
valve there is a long hair with fine re-curved l:lairs along its stem.
The girdle is cream-colored with red- blotches. The valves are
generally scarlet in color with four small blue dots on the posterior
edge of each valve. Scarce, found attached to the undersides of rocks.
* Basilochiton heathii (Pilsbry I 1898) -- 2V
Small (2-3 em) broadly oval chiton with a sandy girdle with minute
spieulose fringe. Sutural bristles (commonly broken off) have minute,
branching ~ recurved spicules. Valves appear smooth, but are micro-
scopically granular. The girdle is vivid orange with cream blotches.
Valves are mottled olivaceous green and maroon, sometimes with red or
crimson. Scarce.
* Cyanoplax hartwei!!. (Carpenter, 1855) -- 2V
Small to medium-sized (2-4 em) chiton, broadly oval with a medium-
wide. sandy girdle. Surface of the valves appears smooth, but is micro-
scopically granulated with scattered wart-like granules which are
heavier on the lateral areas. The girdle is flesh-colored or dark gray
mottled, valves are commonly grayish green with darker markings.
Scarc~.t found in crevices or on rock shelves" almost exculsively inter-
tidal.
Ischnochiton radians (Pilsbry. 1892) :-- 1,2V (=!. interstinctus)
Small (2-3 em) chiton with girdle covered with small scales which
become progressively larger from the valves outward. Shape is an
elongate oval with the width equal to half the length. Color is highly
variable, often olivaceous radially streaked with brown.t occasionally
pure white, speckled or with some valves bright blue. Fairly common.t
attached to the sides and undersides of rocks, often buried in the
sand.
* Lepidozona ( Ischnochiton ) cooperi (Carpenter in Pilsbry, 1892) -- 1,2V
Medium-sized (2-4 cm) chiton with a medium width girdle covered
with overlapping flat scales, larger at the valves and smaller at the
margin of the girdle. Valves deeply ridged with 5-8 rows of prominent
beading on lateral areas. Valves are olivaceous or gray in color, the
girdle is dark and light gray blotched. Scarce ~ found attached to under-
sides of rocks ~ often buried in the sand. Similar to L. mertensii ex-
cept that L. cooperi is smaller, has a different color and the nodules
and ribs on the valves and the scales on the girdle are less conspicuous.
Lepidozona ( Ischnochiton ) mertensii (P-Jliddendorff, 1846) -- 1,2V
Medium-sized(3-Scm) chiton~ oval~ with angular dorsal ridges
and straight sides. Lateral areas raised with conspicuous radiating
rows of nodules .. The color of the valves ranges from orange-red to
claret-red or dull green, sometimes with white markings. The girdle
is similar in color .. sometimes with opposite patches of white scales.
Very common, found attached to shells and tops, sides and undersides
of rocks.t frequently buried in the sand.
**
*
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Lepidozona (Ischnochiton ) sinl.fdentata (Carpenter in Pilsbry, 1892) --
2V
Small (1-2 em) chiton with a medium width girdle covered with flat,
overlapping, striated scales. Central areas of valves with 12 longitudinal
raised ribs with lattice netting between. Lateral areas have 3-4 slightly
raised, radiating ribs. Color is extremely variable, usually combinations
of pink, gray, light and dark green, white, lavender and maroon. Com-
mon I found attached to undersides of rocks and shells, intertidal and
subtidal. Four individuals were found attached to the shells of Tegula
spp. which were grazing on Macrocystis plants. Similar to L. cooperi
and ~. mertensii but usually smaller, with finer I more clean-cut
sculpturing and more arched valves.
Stenoplax (Ischnochiton) fallax (Pilsbry, 1892) -- 1, 2V
Fairly large (up to 8 em) chiton with a medium wide girdle covered
with minute. round I finely striated scales. The central areas of the valves
are pitted; the lateral areas have close radiating low ribbing interrupted
by concentric growth lines. Valves are rose, lavender I or mottled buff in
color I the girdle is mottled cream and brown. Common, found attached
to undersides of rocks and shells buried in the sand.
Stenoplax (Ischnochiton) heatMana Berry, 1946--1,2V
Fairly large (5-9 cm) chiton with a medium wide girdle covered with
small (but larger than S. fallax) finely striated scales. Central areas of
valves are cross-ribbed forming diamond shaped pitts. Lateral areas
are raised and well defined with radiating ribs. The valves are gray
or eroded almost to white with pink and lavenqer mottlings. The girdle
is cream colored banded with maroon or gray. Scarce I found attached to
undersides of rocks and shells buried in the sand.
Tonicella lineata (Wood~ 1815) -- l,2V
Medium-sized (up to 5 em) chiton with a medium wide, nude girdle
which is microscopically granulated and fleshy. Central areas are micro-
scopically granulated showing concentric growth lines. Lateral areas
are scarcely definable by a wide I slightly raised rib. Valves are variable
in design and color, ranging from orange-red to blood-red or lavender
with white zigzag markings. Girdle is pink. This is probably the most
abundant chiton in the area, found intertidally and subtidally, on tops,
sides and bottoms of rocks, usually in asscociation with coralline algae.
FAMILY LEPIDOPLEURIDAE
* Leptochiton rugatus (Carpenter in Pilsbry I 1892) -- 2V
Small (1-2 em) chiton with a girdle with fine, sand-like scaly processes.
Insertion plates with no slits or teeth. Body form somewhat elongated ~
valves round-backed with granular sculptu,re in beaded rows or chains.
Valves orange-yellow in color. Uncommon, found on the sides and under-
sides of rocks.
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FAIVIILY l\tl0PALIIDAE
Dendrochiton thamnoporolls (Berry ~ 1911) -- 2V
Small (1 em) chiton with a microscopically sand~~ girdle with plumed
hairs at each suture and a second row of smaller hairs alternating with
these but closer to the edge of the girdle. Central areas of valves .
longitudinally ribbed~ lateral areas barely definable and microscopically
beaded. Color is variable ~ commonly shades of rose. Scarce.
*
*
*
Mopalia acuta Carpenter -- 1
Small (3 em) chiton with medium wide girdle with sparse, 'short, re-
curved hairs interspaced with an occasional longer bristle-like hair.
Celltral areas of valves are longitudinally ribbed with finely pitted ribs
appearing to radiate from the lateral line. The lateral area has finely
pitted ribs appearing to curve back posteriorly. Color of the valves is
variable from slate gray to mottled grays ~ reds and greens. The girdle
is cream colored. Scarce ~ found attached to sides of rocks.
Mopalia ciliata (Sowerby ~ 1840) -- 1,2V
l\lledium-sized (5 em) chiton with a wide girdle with sparse strap-like
hairs with short branching spines and branches of clear spicules at the
base. The valves are slightly beaked. Central areas of the valves are
longitudinally ribbed and where each rib touches the lateral area there
is a granular pustule. The pustules form a heavy lateral rib. From this
rib ~ the central area rib continues obliquely across the lateral area to
form a granular pustule at the posterior edge of the valve. Color is
extremely variable ~ including dull gray ~ grays with white ~ greens with
yellows, white with yellow ~ greens with red ~ and green with maroon and
white mixed in. Uncommon, found intertidal and subtidal attached to the
sides and occasionally undersides of rocks.
Mopalia lignosa (Gould. 1846) -- l~ 2V
Fairly large (5-7 em) chiton with a medium wide girdle covered with
thick ~ recurved bristles. Sculpturing of central area and jugum is
radiated pitting which is finer in center and gets larger towards the
girdle. Lat~ral area is fiat and granular. Valves are slate blue streaked
with dark brown. Girdle is cream colored. Uncommon, found intertidal
and subtidal ~ attached to sides and undersides of rocks often buried in
the sand.
Mopalia lowei Pilsbry -- 2V
Small (2.5 cm) chiton with a medium wide, sandy girdle with coarse
hairs (bristles) ~ surrounded by small~ short spines appressed to their
central cores and recurved slightly at the tips. Between the hairs are
shor~;, glassy spicules. Color and sculpturing are similar to M. ciliata.
Uncommon. -
DJIopalia muscosa (Gould ~ 1846) -- 2V
Large (5-8 em) chiton with girdle covered with closely packed hairs ..
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which are unbranched" strap-like" stiff bristles. Valves are overgrO\VIl
and eroded, central areas with longitudinal, granulose ribs and coarsely
pustulate lateral areas. Girdle area is cream. Uncommon 8ubtidally"
mainly intertidal .
Placiphorella velata Dall 1 1879 -- l~ 2V
l.\;1edium sized (up to 5 em) chiton, almost circular in outline. The mantle
projects from the anterior end to form a "veil". The girdle is sparsely
covered with hairs, heavier on the veil. Lateral areas are raised and de-
fined by a wide diagonal rib. Color of the valves is variable, usually
pink, green, black or mottled. The girdle is pinkish-cream. Fairly com-
mon, found in crevices and sides and undersides of rocks.
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PHYLUM MOLLUSCA, CLASS GASTROPODA
Cathy COX~ 1971; Jill Phillips ~ 1972; Lloyd Lowry, 1973
In the first year 'of this study ~ 26 species of prosobranch gastropods were
collected and identified. Twelve new species of prosobranchs were added to the
list in 1972. This increase reflects in part taxonomic problems and the large num-
ber of species present, and their distributions among a wide variety of habitats.
It is probable that further study would reveal an appreciable number of additional
species. Lacuna sp. and Williamia peltoides ~ for example ~ were found to be fairly
common in the Fall of 1973 and are added to the list.
One species of shelled opisthobranch was recorded in 1972. The 7 species of
shelliess opisthobranchs were collected on a single dive (6/2l/73) when nudi-
. branchs- seemed particularly conspicuous and abundant. Systematic collection of
nudibranchs.is complicated by their pronounced seasonality, and many other
species could be collected at other times of the year ~ for example ~ flermissenda
crassicornis (Eschscholtz, 1831) is very abundant in the study area at certain times,
and Melibe leonina (Gould~ 1853) is common in the early f~ll.
The most common genus of snails in the kelp forest is Tegula ~ and of the 3
species present, T. Eulligo is the most abundant. Calliostoma ligatum is also
common. Preliminary investigations (Lowry. McElroy and Pearse ~ 1974) have
shown that there are discrete distributional differences among snails of the genera
Tegula and Calliostoma. Abalones (Haliotis spp.) occur primarily in crevices and
their distribution and abundances in 1972-3 were reported by Lowry and Pearse
(1973). Many other species are probably also common and show. interesting dis-
tributional patterns, however ~ the sampling of many of the species is complicated
by difficulties in collection and identification. As a group. the Class Gastropoda
merits much furth~r study as it probably contains' the most important grazers in the
kelp forest community.
No good key is available for subtidal snails of the lVlonterey Bay area. Light
et a1. (1954) and Carlton (1974) can be used for forms which range into the inter-
tidal. McLean (1969) and l\1orris (1966) have proven helpful in identification of
many species. All nudibranchs found were keyed using McDonald (1974) .
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SUBCLASS PROSOBRANCHIA
Order Archaeogastropoda
Family Fissurellidae
Fissurella volcano Reeve I 1849 -- 2
IVledium-sized keyhold limpet ~ up to 6 em in length. Shell ribbed I
white in color with reddish-brown or black markings. Foot yellow.
Scarce ~ found on rocks in shallow areas.
Megathura ~renulata (Sowerby, 1825) -- 1,2
Giant keyhold limpet, up to 15 em in length. Shell usually entirely
covered by black mantle; foot yellow. Conspicuous but scarce, found on
rocks in shallow areas.
Family Haliotidae
Haliotis rufescens Swainson, 1822 -- 1J 2
Red abalone--shell somewhat flattened and oval, with 3-5 open
holes. Shell often brick-red in color J margin of foot black or black and
cTfam vertical bands. Common in crevices (density 0.15 individuals/
m ); individuals up to 20 cm long. .
I-Ialiotiswala11ensis Stearns, 1899 -'- 2
Flat abalone--shell flatter than H. rufescens with 6-8 open holes.
Shell usually mottled green' and dark red, margin of foot yellow with
b~own spots or bands. Scarce in crevices (density 0.06 individuals/
m ); individuals up to 11 em long.
Family Acmaeidae
Acmaea mitra Rathke, 1833 -- IV,2 .
White:COnical shell, about 2.5 em in length with an almost round
base. Apex pointed, near center of shell. Shell is usually covered with
coralline algae. Abundant, on rocks.
* Collisella asmi (Middendorff, 1847) -- 1
Small, dull black, conical shell. Common on Tegula spp.
Family Trochidae
Calliostoma ann~latum (Lightfoot .. 1786) -- l,2V
Shell gold or orange in color with purple sutures and spiral bands
of tiny beads. Whorls very flattened. Scarce, found mostly on
Cystoseira.
Calliostoma canaliculatum (Lightfoot!J 1786) -- 1, 2V
Shell ivory or tan in color with thin~ dark brown spiral lines.
Whorls flattened. Scarce I found mostly on Cystoseira.
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* Cal1iostoma ~igatum (Gould, 1849) (= C. costatum) -- l,2V
Reddish-brown in color, sometimes tinged with blue. Whorls
rounded. Common I found mostly on Cystoseira.
* Gibbula sp. -- IV
Small (0.5 em basal diameter) shell with fairly rounded whorls
and conspicuous spiral ridges. Gray in color with white or light blue
patches.
* Lirularia sp. -- IV
Small (0.5 em basal diameter) I grayish in color I with low j rounded
whorls. Spiral ribs very fine and numerous.
* Tegula brunnea (Philippi, 1848) -- 1, 2V
Brown in color (often covered with incrusting algae) :I with rounded
whorls and closed umbilicus. Common, especially on IVlacrocystis in
the canopy. .
* Tegula montereyi (Kiener, 1850) -- l,2V
Reddish-brown in color, with flattened whorls. Umbilicus deep
with wall lower on side of aperture. Indistinct tooth present at inner
side of aperture. Common ~ especially on Macrocystis and Cystoseira.
* Tegula pulligo (Gmelin~ 1791) -- l .. 2V
Similar to T. montereyi I 'but with wall separating umbilicus from
aperture and no tooth. Abundant J on Macrocystis, Cystoseira ~ under-
story and drift algae.
Family Turbinidae
Astraea gibberosa (Dillwyn, 1817) -- IV,2
Large, turban shell (up to 7 em basal diameter) :I brick-red in color
with white operculum. Base with strong spiral cords and undulated
edge. Scarce I found mostly on rocks in deep areas.
* Homalopoma luridum (Dill, 1885) -- 2V
Small globose' shell .. reddish in color with fine spiral lines . Pearly
columella and calcareous operculum.
Order Mesogastropoda
Family Lacunidae
Lacuna sp. -- 3
Small. smooth globose snail. white, tan or brown. Inner lip of aper-
ture with a deep groove. Moderately common on IVlacrocystis in Fall of
1973.
Family Assimineidae
* Assimenia sp. -- IV
Small (4-6 mm) snails with 4 rounded whorls. Inner lip of
operculum spread out as a callus. Identification tentative.
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Family Epitoniidae
Epitonium cooperi Strong ~ 1930 -- IV,2V
Shell about 1 em in length, awl-like with thin sharp costae.
White in color.
Family Cerithiidae
* Bittium sp. -- IV .. 2V
Small (1 em or less) ~ light to dark brown with cancellate sculpture ~
Sei1a montereyensis Bartsch, 1907 -- 2V
Small (1 em) spiral shell with flattened whorls with evenly spaced
spiral cords. Color variable, yellow to brown.
Family Turritellidae
* Tachyrhynchu8 erosum (Couthouy J 1838) -- 2V
Small (1 em long), elongate with rounded whorls and fine sprial
ribs. Yellowish-brown in color. Scarce.
Fan1ily Vermetidae
* Petaloconchus montereyensis DaII, 1919 -- 1,2V
Forms a flattened mass of worm-like tubes J 2-3 mm in diameter,
2-3 em long. Dirty white in color, abundant on rock surfaces.
Family Calyptraeidae
* Credpidula adunca Sowerby ~ 1825 -- 1~2
Small (1 em or less) ~ dark brwon to black with a recurved apex"
Abundant J found attached to shells of live Tegula spp.
Crepipatel1a lingu1ata (Gould, 1846) -- IV . .
Shell small ~ circular ~ thin and flat with a wrinkled surface.
Often covered with incrusting bryozoans. Common, attached to rocks
and shells.
Family Naticidae
* Sinum scapu!osum (Conrad, 1849) -- 2V
Shell white in color with fine spiral lines and a yellowish perio-
stracum. Operculum large ~ spirals compressed" last whorl abalone-
like. Scarce.
Order Stenoglossa
Family Canidae
Conus californicus Hinds.t 1844 -- 2V
Two or more em in length" shoulders rounded \vith small concave
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spire and long aperture. Periostt"acum velvet~T brown ~ interior purple
to light brown. Scarce.
Family Turridae
Pseudomelatoma torosa (Carpenter J 1865) -- 2V
Sm~l (1. 5 em) J orange shell with no spiral sculpture. Axial
ridges prominent and pointed. Scarce.
Family Olividae
Olivella biplicata (Sowerby, 1825) -- l,2V
Shell 2-4 em in length with low spire and aperture about 2/3 the
length of the shell. Color is variable J but usually bluish-gray with
violet stains around the aperture and spire. Common in sand ~
especially in shallow areas.
Family Mitridae
Mitra idae Melvill, 1893 (= M. montereyi) -- IV J 2V
--Shell black and bullet-shaped with white aperture. Up to 6 cm long.
Scarce, on rocks.
Family Neptuneidae
* Plicifusus spp. -- IV .
Canal moderately long and broad, axial sculpture as low ridges.
Two species present, one about 2 em in length J yellow-orange with
spiral lines ~ the other less than 1 em in length, white with brown or
gray ~ with more pronounced axial ridges.
Family Nassariidae
Nassarius mendicus (Gould, 1850) (= N. cooperi) -- IV, 2V
Shell small (1-2 cm) J slender and elongate ~ with deep spiral furrow
separating body whorl from canal. Yellow-gray to pale in color with
fine spiral sculpture and 7-12 axial ribs.
Family Columbel1idae
* Amphissa columbiana Dail ~ 1916 -- IV, 2V
Shell 2 em long ~ light orange to brown in color with many weak
axial ribs. Last whorl incomplete.
Mitrella carinata (Hinds, 1844) -- IV I 2V
Shell about 1 em in length J light orange to red-.brown in color.
Distinct shoulder on first shell whorl. Very abundant on Macro-
cystis stipes just above holdfast.
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Family Muricidae
* Ceratostoma foliata (lVlartyn, 1784) --IV,2
Shell large (up to 7 em), white, with 3 distinctive varices. Oper-
cular tooth present. Common on rocks.
Ocenebra circumtexta Stearns J 1871 -- 2V
Small (1 em) tan-colored shell with strong spiral cords and
rounded axial ribs. Scarce.
* Ocenebra foveolata (Hinds, 1844) -- 2V
~bout 2 em in length J sharp-shouldered with cancellate sculpture.
Tan, with two dark brown bands per whorl.
* Ocenebra lurida (Middendorff~1849) -- 2V
Small (1.5 em) shell, yellow to orange in color . Five to 6 whorls
with incised spiral lines.
* Pteropurpura ·macroptera (Deshayes, 1839) .;.- 2V
About 3 em in length with 3 conspicuous varices. Brown in color
with red spiral lines. Lacks opercular tooth. Scarce.
SU~CLASSOPISTHOBRANCHIA
Order Cephalaspidea
Act~punctocoelata (Carpenter ~ 1864) -- 2V
Shell about 2 em long, fusiform ~ with a broad ~ revolving gray band
on a white background. Common in Diopatra beds.
Order Nudibranchia
Anisodoris nobilis (MacFarland ~ 1905) -- 3V
Yellow in color with black spots on dorsum but not on tubercles.
* Coryphella trilineata o 'Donoghue ~ 1921 - 3V
Body color translucent white with 3 opaque white lines. Cerata,
rhinophores and oral tentacles orange or orange with red tips.
Diaulula sandiegensis (Cooper I 1862) -- 3V
Body cream-colored with brown blotches.
* Doriopsilla albopunctata (Cooper, 1863) -- 3V
Body yellow in color with white-tipped tubercles. Branchial plumes
white I rhinophores perfolate and yellow-brown.
* Hopkinsia rosacea MacFarland, 1905 -- 3V
Entire animal bright pink in color. Dorsal processes very long.
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* Leila cockerelli MacFarland, 1905 -- 3V
--Body color white with orange I club-shaped dorsal processes.
Rhinophores red-tipped.
* Okenia plana Baba, 1960 -- 3V
Body color white with irregular brown spots. Rhinophores yellow.
Dorsum entirely covered with projections.
Order Basommatophora
Family Siphonariidae
Williamia peltoides (Carpenter, 1864) -- 3
Small conicallimpet~ reddish brown or pink with white or green-
ish rays. Infrequently found on the shells of living Tegula spp.
during the Fall of 1973.
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PHYLUIVI ARTHROPODA, ORDER DECAPODA
Paul Loewenstein~ 1971; Frank Menagh arid Marlt Yellin, 1972
11"1 1971 I a total of 17 species of decapods \vere recorded. Much more intensive
sa:mpling done by two people in 1972 more than doubled this list to 37 species. In
additiol1, 5 new species were identified by Camille Goebel during a 1972 study of
the Diopatra bed community making a total of 42 species of decapods recorded to
date. Eleven of the new species were shrimp which , with the help of nets and
strainers were collected from the canopy and benthic algae. Three new species
of anomurans were found I all of which were relatively scarce and found mostly
under rocks. Eleven new species of brachyurans were found in 1972, of these
5 (OpisthopU8 transversus and Pinnixia spp .) were found commensal with
Cryptochiton and tube b~i1ding polychaetes I and 3 (Lophopanopeu8 spp.) VJere
found mostly under rocks. Only one species that was common in 1971 was not
found i~ 1972. This was Scyra acutifrons which is difficult to distinguish from
juvenile Loxorhynchus grandis, which may explain this discrepancy.
Of the 9 species of anomurans found I only 2, the hermit crabs Paguristes
ulreyi and Pagurus hemphillii
w'
are common and easy to:·find. The anomuran crab
Cryptolithodes sitchensis is conspicuous and also fairly common. Almost all the
other species of anomurans are rare or occupy restricted habitats such as hold-
fasts or under rocks. Among the brachyurans ~ 4 species are quite comm011: Loxo-
rhynchus crispatus, IVlimulus foliatus and Pugettia richii are found allover the
bottom, especially on red algae, and Pugettia producta is found on all parts of
IVlacrocystis plants. Hippolyte californiensis is the most common species of shrimp
and seems to be found exclusively in the l\1acrocystis canopy. Spirontocaris
carinata and ~. lagunae are also common in the canopy while ~. palpator is common
in kelp holdfasts and benthic algae.
Schmitt (1921) is the best key available for decapods, and was used for identi-
fication of all species found.
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SUBORDER ANOl\JIURA
*
*
*
Cryptolithodes sitchensis Brandt .. 1853 -- l .. 2V
Oval carapace completely covers the 3 pairs of ambulatory legs.
Color varies with sex: males are bright orange or red .. females are
ptlrplish with red splotches. Conspicuous and fairly common on sand
areas both in and out of the 'kelp area.
Pachycheles pubescens Holmes .. 1900 -- 1,2V
Chelipeds unequal .. granulated .. and nearly covered with a thick
pubescence interspersed with longer, stiffer hairs. Telson consists
of 7 plates. Fairly common in rt'~acrocY8tisholdfasts.
Pachycheles rudis Stimpson .. 1859 -- 1
Chelipeds unequal.. tuberculated or rugose on the upper surface,
and sparsely covered with short hairs. TeIsan consists of 5 plates.
Fairly common in Macrocystis holdfasts.
Pagunstes ulreyi Schmitt .. 1921 -- 1.. 2V
Eye stalks very long and slender. Antennae covered with long,
thin hairs ~ giving a feather-like appearance. Chelipeds equal in size;
ambulatory legs densely hairy. Upper surface of hand covered with dark-
tipped spines. Common throughout the. kelp bed.
Pagurus hemphillii (Benedict, 1892) -- 1,2V
Chelipeds unequal in size, the smaller Q.De laterally compressed.
'Chelipeds and ambulatory legs red .. the distal portion of the walking legs
light. Carapace with a sharp median projection. The most common her-
mit crab in the study area, found almost everywhere.
Pagurus ocbotensis Brandt, 1851 -- 1.. 2
Both large and small chelae covered with spines and short.. stubby
hairs. Ambulatory legs with long. somewhat twisted dactyls .. aIld red
stripes on the distal portions. Rare, only one specimen found during each
study.
Petrolisthe~cinctipes (Randall, 1839) -- 2V
Carapace longitudinally convex, striated over most of the surface.
Carpus granulated .. Ii times as wide as long .. with a prominent lobe on
the inner face. Antennae fairly long. Scarce. found mainly underneatll
rocks.
Petrolisthes eriomerus Stimpson .. 1871 -- 2V
Carapace striated with small tubercules scattered on anterior
branchial and gastric regions. Upper surface of carpus covered with
tiny tubercules. lobe at inner angle not prominent. l\,1erus of ambulatory
legs hairy. Common, found under rocks.
Phyllolithodes papillosll8 Brandt~ 1849 -- 2V
Carapace with two deep pits within the triangular area on the dorsal
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surface. Outer surface of pits surrounded by dull orange tubercle-
like growths which are also present on the posterior region of the
carapace. Rostrum ends in two priminent horns. Chelipeds and ambula-
tory legs covered with papillated spines which are longest on the merus
and carpus ~ diminishing in size to the tip of the leg. Medium-sized,
found under rocks and among red algae.
SUBORDER BRACHYURA
Cancer antennarius Stimpson, 1856 -- 1,2V
Pincers black-tipped, antennae about as long as the distance be-
tween the eyes. Reddish-brown dorsally and yellowish-white ventrally
with characteristic red spots. Carapace smooth, anterior with 3 separate
median teeth. Rare, found mostly in rock crevices.
Cancer gibbosulus (De Haan, 1835) -- 1
Pincers dark, but white at the very tip. Antennae have a branched
appearance. Carapace and chelipeds coarsely hairy # ambulatory legs
covered with mo~e wispy hair and banded with red'. Very easily confused
with C. jordani. Rare ~ found outside the kelp canopy.
Cancer jordani Rathbun, 1900 -- 2V
Carapace areolated and hairy J widest at 9th tooth. Anterio-lateral
teeth separated to their bases; the second, fourth ~ sixth and eighth being
smaller than the rest. Palms of chelipeds fringed with hair, moveable
finger not covered with spines. A small species., fairly common under
rocks and buried in sand.
Cancer productus Randall, 1839 -- 1,2V
Black-tipped pincers, antennae short. The portion of the carapace
between the eyes is produced beyond the anterolateral portion of the
carapace ~ and bears 5 subequal teeth. Color is variable, usually reddish-
purple dorsally and yellowish-white ventrally. Uncommon # found in
rock crevices.
Lophopanopeus bellus (Stimpson, 1860) -- 2V
Carapace roughened, hairy, frontal lobes oblique. with indistinct
outer tooth. Antennae. short. Carpus of chelipeds tuberculated. Pincers
smooth with dark color not extending on 'to palm. Small, found mainly
underneath rocks.
Lophopanopeus diegensis Rathbun, 1900 -- 2V
Carapace with granulated lines on anteriolateral regions; frontal
lobes oblique, outer tooth inconspicuous. Difficult to distinguish
from L. bellus:I a useful characteristic is 2 prominent, naked, truncate
tubercules on the anterior margin. Small, found under rocks.
Lophopanopeus leucomanus (Lockington, 1877) -- 2V
Anterior portion of carapace rugose. Frontal lobes distinctly
oblique, except the outer tooth which is very prominent. Carpus and
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upper portion of hand pitted. Similar to, but smaller than L. bellus.
Loxorhynchus crispatus Stimpson, 1875 -- 1,2V
One of the decorator crabs, characterized by a variety of algae and
animals attached to,the carapace and ambulatory legs. Carapace is
slightly triangular in shape. The most common crab in the kelp bed,
found mostly on or under rocks,
*
Loxorhynchu8 grandis Stimpson, 1857 -- 1,2V
Larger than L. crisEatus, carapace broadly ovate and extremely
hairy. The rostrum curves downward to a great extent. Usually not
as completely camouflaged as L. crispatu8. Small individuals may be
confused with Scyra acutifrons. Scarce:l usually seen on tops of rocks.
Mimulus foliatus Stimpson, 1860 -- l,2V
Carapace smooth and, rather flattened, roughly hexagonal in shape
due to expanded anterio- and posteriolateral teeth. Rostral horns short
and flattened. Chelipeds long, hand extremely long and oblong. Color
generally red ~ qften with white chelipeds. Very common, found on algae
covered rocks ~ in Diopatra beds ~ under rocks, and in Macrocystis
holdfasts.
Opisthopus transversus Rathbun. 1893 -- 2V
Carapace smooth, convex, and very thin with all angles rounded.
Second pair of legs longest, fourth pair shortest. A small crab found
commensal in the gills of Cryptochiton .
Paraxanthius taylori (Stimpson I 1860) -- 2V
Chelae and anterior carapace with conspicuous tubercles, lumpy
appearing. One small specimen found in a Macrocystis holdfast was
tentatively identified as this species. Consult voucher specimen and
Schmitt.
* Pinnixia franciscana Rathbun, 1918 -- 2V
, Carapace twice as wide as long and very smooth. Fingers wide ~
tips crossing. First ambulatory leg reaches to the middle of dactylus
of second; second to end of third; fourth to middle of carpus of third.
l\7eru8 of third leg 1 2/3 as long as wide. Small, found commensal in the
gill slit of Cryptochiton.,
Pinnixia longipes (Lockington, 1877) -- 2V
Carapace considerably more than twice as wide as long. Chelipeds
small, short# hairy; chelae stout and compressed. Third pair of ambula-
tory legs enormously developed. Very small, found commensal in worm
tubes during 1972 Diopatra bed study.
* Pinnixia tubicola Holmes, 1895 -- 2V
Carapace 2-2-1 times as wide as long, curving sharply downward
toward the broad posterior margin. Chedlipeds small, hands oblong,
fingers crossed at tips. Ambulatory legs and their respective dactyli
**
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increase in length and stoutness from leg 1 to leg 3. Larger than P .
franciscana, also found commensal with Cryptochiton. -
Pinnixia weymouthi Rathbun, 1918 -- 2V
Carapace smooth and areolated I angles prominent. Chelae
pubescent, fingers curving towards each other near tips, tips crossing.
Ambulatory legs pubescent, each succeeding leg \vider than previous
one. Similar in size and habitat to P. franciscana.
Pugettia gracilis Dana, 1851 -- 2
Carapace broadly ovate and tuberculated .. Postocular spine ancl
first anterolateral tooth united by an extension of the carapace. Rostrum
less prominent than in P. richii. Found during the 1972 Diopatra bed
study among the worm tubes.
Pugettia producta Randall, 1839 -- 1,2V
Carapace smooth and roughly square in shape. Posterior lateral
teeth anteriorly directed with first set quite prominent. Chelipeds
shorter than fi~st pair of ambulatory legs. Color is yellowish-brown
to dil"'ty tan. Common, usually found on Macrocystis stipes or in the
canopy.
Pugettia richii Dana, 1851 -- l,2V
Carapace tuberculated and red in' color. Prominent rostrum.
Post-ocular and first anteriolateral teeth acute, and. the latter are
quite distinct (distinguishes this species from ..P. gracilis). Smaller
than P. producta . Very common, usually found on algae-covered rocks.
Scyra acutifrons Dana, 1852 -- 1
The smallest of the masking crabs, this species is easily confused
with juvenile Loxorhynchus grandis, which may explain it not being.
reported in 1972. A useful distinguishing characteristic is a rather acute
tubercle in the gastric region of the carapace ~ behind which is a larger ~
more obtuse tubercle. Schmitt and voucher specimens should be consulted.
SUBORDER l\JIACRURA
*
..toO
'(0
Alpheu8 (= Crangon) bellimanus Lockington, 1877 -- 2V
Front trispinose ~ rostrum present. Basal joint of antenna bears a.
spine. Carpus of second pair of legs with the first .segment about as long
as the next 2 segments combined. Found during the 1972 Diopatra bed
study .
Alpheus (= Crangon) dentipes Guerin ~ 1832 -- 1
Rostrum present but short and pointed. Front trispinose, basal
joint of antennae with a spine. Distinguished from A. bellimanus by the
carpus of the second pair of legs which has first and second segments of
equal length. Light color. The pistol or snapping shrimp. Found in
Macrocystis holdfast.
**
*
*
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Alpheu8 (= Crangon) sp. -- 2
One specimen was found in a IVlacrocystis holdfast, but it was
damaged preventing identification to species. It was not Pl.. dentipes.
Color in life was green.
Crangon (= Crago) nigricauda Stimpson, 1856 -- 2V
First pair of legs subchelate, second wrists small or lacking.
Antenna! scale about 2/3 the length of carapace, antero-internal angle
rounded and produced, reaching nearly as far forVtTard as the spine at
the outer angle. Hands slightly more than twice as IOllg as wide. Fiftl1.
segnlent of abdomen with a distinct median carina. Pale bac.kground
color w~th black dots, burrows in sand.
Crangon (= Crago) nigromaculata Lockington, 1877 - 2
Similar to C. nigricauda, but with hands slightly longer and anten-
na! scale somewhat longer and narrower. Fifth segment of abdomen not
carinate. Distinguished by large circular bluish-black spot on either
side of sixth segment of abdomen. Found during the 1972 Diopatra bed
study_
Hippo1yte californiensis Holmes ~ 1895 ~- 2V
Carpus of second pair of legs consisting of 3 segnlents. Carapace
with a supraorbital spine. Rostrum variable in form ~ slender, slightly
longer than carapace, and armed above and below with 3 to 5 (occasional-
ly 6) teeth. Color in life light green .. ~he most common shrimp in the
canopy.
Pandalus gurneyi Stimpson, 1871 -- 2V
First pair of legs simple or minutely chelate _ Second pair long ~
slender and chelate, with segmented carpus. Rostrum Ii times as long as
carapace. Eight or 9 moveable median dorsal spines, 9 - 10 fixed ventral
spines. Antenna! scale as long as carapace. Color in life is clear with
blue spots. Fairly common ~ found mostly in cracks.
Spirontocaris spp.
Carpus of second pair of legs with seven segments. First pair
of legs chelate and equal. The six species found are described below:
Spirontocaris carinata (Holmes ,1900) -- 2V
Rostrum t as deep as long ~ armed above with 4-6 small teeth I tIle
posterior one on the carapace:J the anterior one slightly behind the middle
of the rostrum _ Four to 6 teeth below ~ the anterior of which is commonly
near the tip. Third abdominal segment less than twice as long as wide.
Color in life light green. Common in the canopy ~ also found among benthic
algae.
Spirontocaris flexa Rathbun ~ 1902 -- 2V
Rostrum slender, armed with 4-5 teeth above, including 1 or 2
on carapace. Anterior tooth near middle of rostrum. Anterior half of
rostrum not limbed above I lower limb narrow and armed with 5-8
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spines. Fairly common in benthic algae.
Spirontocaris lagunae Schmitt~ 1921 -- 2V
Rostrum inconspicuous ~ reduced to a spine on frontal margin.
Supraorbital spines very prominent. Behind rostral spine ~ anterior
half of carapace is carinated and bears three spines. Kelp-colored in
life. Common in the canopy.
Spirontocaris palpator (Owen, 1839) -- 1,2V
Rostrum reaching cornea of eye or beyond ~ but not exceeding
first segme.nt of antennular peduncle. Armed above with 4-7 teeth~ the
posterior 2 or 3 on carapace. Belo\v "Nithout teeth or with a small
one near tip. Tip of rostrum usually simple. Color in life variable ~
solid brown to red to brown with white stripes. Common in holdfasts
and benthic alg·a.e.
Spirontocaris prionota (Stimpson, 1864) -- 2V
Carapace with 2 or 3 supraorbital spines in a row and 3 teeth
on the posterior portion of the dorsal crest. Rostrum shorter than cara-
pace and very deep ~ the dorsal margin minutely serrated I the lower
margin with 4 or 5 small teeth. Found during the 1972 Diopatra bed
study.
Spirontocaris taylori (Stimpson~ 1857) --2V
Rostrum not reaching as far as cornea I extending very little
beyond the anterior margin of carapace. Armed above with 5 or 6
teeth, the posterior 3 or 4 on carapace. Color··in life brown with a
white carapace. Scarce ~ found in holdfasts.
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PHYLUM BRYOZOA
Valrie A. Gerard, 1971
l\IIost bryozoans are inconspicuous organisms impossible to identify in
the field and difficult to identify in the laboratory. They were attempted
only in the summer of 1971. Specimens were collected attached to small rocks,
shells and algae and identified in the laboratory with the aid of Light et ale (1954),
North (1968), and Osburn (1950). A good discussiol1.of the bryozoans in Southern
California kelp beds is given by Woollacott and North (1971).
No attempt was made to quantify the abundance of the different species
of bryozoans. However, of. the 23 species recorded I only 5 could be considered
"abundant": Membranipora serrilamella forming thin sheets on the blades of
l\lIacrocystis; Hippothoa hyalina ~orming thin sheets on rocks and algae; Hip-
podiplosia inscuplta forming heavy incrustations on low growing red algae;
and Langenipora punctulata and Phidolopora pacifica on rocks. The delicate,
pale orange ~ lacy colonies of P. pacifica are particularly conspicuous and
beautiful.
· f
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FJ~AT INCRUSTING SHERfS
.l;,al~:E.P~rA ~p 41 --1l
Thin white zoarium; zooecium with long spines, distally upright and
proximally curved over the frontal memb~.ane~ Scarce, on roclcs.
Cauloramph~~~~if~~~~ (Johnston, 1332)--V .
Brownish-orange, velvety zoarium; zooecium with stalked avicularia an~
dense spines around the frontal membrane. Scarce) on roclts.
*El1~§ina levata (Hincks, 1882)
tVhitish zoarium; zooecia with uncalcified frontal and few, large,
seasile, interzooecial avicularia. Scar~e, on shells.
F~_ne_~tr.':l.~inamal.E..~i (Audouin, 1926) .....V
Thin, white zoarium; zooecium with pores on the frontal and between
the aperture and semicircular ascopore. Common, on shells,
* Hincksi~ 'y"~lata (Hinclc.s, 1881) --v
Tan zoarium; zooecium with uncalcified frontal. Few, large, inter-
zooecial avicularia. Common, on shells and rocks.
H~p.9-~hoa hY~tt1}.~ (Linnaeus, 1753)--V
Thin. white zoarium, sometimes becoming rougOn and multilaminar.
Zo~ecia cacoon-shaped with tranaverse grooves and prominent, white
ovice11s. Abundant, on rocks, shells and algae.
~yrula hippo.-crepis (Hincks) 1882)
White to yellow zoarium; zooecia with frontal pores"~in; conspicuous
rows. Scarce) on rocks.
Membr~!l!p"'~ra membran~~1!._(Linnaeus, 1767) .. -V
Whitish zoarium; zooecia rectangular, thin-walled, with a blunt,
tubular spine at each corner. Scarce, on ~a~~pcyst~s blades.
Memb_~niE9~ l!..~r.!~.!_~me~l~ Osburn, 1953--V
Round, whitish zoarium; zooecia similar to ~. ~emb~~n_~ce~ but less
regularly rectangular, without spines, and with a narrow cryptocyst.
Abundant, on MacrocYfl~is blades.
* ~iS~2~~ell~ ~~~~~ata (Hincks, 1884)--V
vfuite zoarium; zooecium without oral spines or avicularia, but with
hiBh, pointed umbos on the frontal, ovicel1 , and at each side of the
aperture. Common, on rocks.
Mt.~_r_9.E.9r~1~ a sp. - -V
Coarse, white zoarium; zooecium with an ascopore, perforated frontal,
and often oral spines and avicularia. Common, on rocks, shells, aleae.
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Rhyncozoon spp. (R. rostratum and/or R. tumulosu~)-V
Pale orange z·oar"iu~;"zoecium o£te·~ w..i'th-a-large, subor~l avicularium on
a high mound. Older individuals with heavy secondnry calcification and
deeply sunken apertures. Common, on rocks and shalls.
rrubulipora sp. r. ··V
White zoarium; zooecia long, tubular, and directed upward. Common, on
algae and rocks.
UPRIGHT BRANCHED STaLKS
~Egula neritina (Linnaeus, l758)--V
Brownish-purple erect zoarium, large, soft, branching and bushy;
zooecium with a pointed process at the outer, distal corner, and white
globular ovicells. Scarce, on rocks.
Crista occidentalis Trask, 1857···V
Whitish, erect zoarium, soft and bushy; zooecium tubulat, perforated
with a short point near the dorsal lip. Common, an algae.
Tricellaria occidentalis Trask, 1857···-V
Small, erect, tan zoarium, soft and bushy; internodes usually with 3
zooecis; zooecium with large, lateral avicularium and spines. Common,
on algae.
* Tricellari.a praescuta Osburn, 1953--V
Similar to I. occidental1s but internodes usually with 5 or more
zooecia. Scarce, on algae.
NOT IN FORM OF FLAT INCRUSTING SHEETS OR UPRIGHT BRANCHED STALKS
'.
Costazia sp. --V
Orange zoarium forming rough incrustations, nodules or erect, stout,
rigid branches; zooecia usually erect, round, and heavily calcified,
with large pores and avicularia. Common, on rocks and algae.
Hippodiplosia inscuplta (Hincks, 1882)--V
Rigid, yellow to orange zoarium forming bilaminar fr1l1s; ,zooecia in
rows with parallel walls and perforated frontals. Abundant, on algae.
Langenipora punctulata (Gabb and Horn, 1862)--V
Rigid, pale orange, branching zoarium with erect, cylindrical stems;
zooecium flask-shaped with pores, a flared peristome, and 2 small
peristomial avi.cularia. Abundant, on rocks.
* Pherusella brevituba Soule, 1951--V
Light brown) leathery zoarium extending as fan-like, bilaminar :'fronds i ;;
zoeecia elongate, with apertures raised by a short, tubular process.
Scarce, on Cystoseira vegetative blad~s.
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*!hidolopora pac!.fica (RobeIts on , 1908) ·· ..V
Pale orange, rigid) erect zoarium forming a lacy, con"v:>luted nlass;
zooecia with complex apertures and often large frontal avicularia.
Abundant, on rocks.
Thalam0.p...,0rel1a sp. --v
White zoarium extending as erect, articulated branches; zooecium with a
perforated, concave frontal, and two sinuses distal to the aperture.
Large, interzooecial avicularia. Scarce, on Bossiella.
PHYLUM EClIINODERMATA
James Sutton. 1971; 'Llo~d Lowry and l\~onicaFarris I 1972
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A total of 25 species of echinoderms have been recorded from the Point
Cabrillo kelp forest, 21 of these were found in 1971, 4 new species were added
in 1972, alld one (Mediaster aequal1s) in 1973. Three species of asteroids
listed in 1971 were not recorded for 1972 as they are primarily intertidal
forms and were not found in the 1972 study area. Cucumaria piperata,
Leptosynapta spp. and Ophioplocus esmarki were undoubtedly overlooked in
the 1971 survey.
The class asteroidea contains the most conspicuous echinoderms in the
-kelp forest. Orthasterias koehleri, Pisaster brevispinus, l. giganteus
and Pycnopodia helianthoides are all fairly common, conspicuous, predaceous
forms which feed on many species of benthic invertebrates. Patiria miniata
is omnivorous, and although it is by far the most common asteroid, its
importance in the community is uncertain. Members of ~he other groups of
echinoderms are for the most par~ somewhat harder to locate, requiring looking
in cracks, under rocks and in algal holdfasts. Ech1noids are known to be
capable of overgrazing large areas of kelp beds, however the numbers found
at Point Cabrillo are relatively low and the animals appear to feed mainly
on drift algae (see Lowry and Pearse, 1973). Little is known of the ecology
and community importance of ophiuroids and holothuroids.
The following sources aided in identification of specimens:
asteroids, Fisher (1911, 1928, 1930), Hopkins and Crozier (1966), Lechleitner
and Hand (1974); echinoids~ Pearse (1974); holothuroids, Rutherford (1974);
ophiuroids, Sutton (1974). Most identifications are straightforward; however
in Lechleitner and Hand (1974) Orthasterias koehleri may key to Evasterias
troschelii (not found at Point Cabrillo). These species may be easily
distinguished by spine patterns, Q~ koehleri having large, solitary spines,
while !. troschelii has smaller, numerous, clustered spines.
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ClASS ASTEROIDEA
Astropecten ~~~illi de Loriol, 1917--1,2V
Brown to light brown in color with tapered, pointed arms with
conspicuous marginal plates. The aboral surface is covered
with groups of blunt papillae. Tube feet are pointed and
lack sucking discs. Fairly common in sandy areas along the
outer margin of the kelp bed, often wholely or partly buried.
Dermasterias imbricata (Grube, 1857)--1,2
The leather star has 5 short, broad arms. It is easily identified
by its leathery, slippery aboral surface devoid of spines, and its
characteristic strong odor. Two color patterns have been seen:
red and tan, and blue and brown. They were rarely seen in the
study area.
Henricia laeviuscul~ (Stimpson, 1857)--lV,2V
A small seastar, up to 13 cm in diameter. It has long narrow
arms and minute spines on its usually red aboral surface. Color
. and spine pattern is very variable, and several subspecies may
be present. Fairly common, usually found on vertical rock faces
in deeper areas (20-35').
*Leptasterias hexactis(aequalis) (Stimpson, 1862)--lV
Six-armed seastar, up to 7 em in diameter. Generally with numerous
pedicellariae on the aboral surface. Color is highly variable.
Abundant intertidally and in shallow parts of the kelp bed, often
under rocks.
* Leptasterias pusilla (Fisher, 1911)--lV
Six-armed seastar, distinguishable from L. hexactis by its smaller
size (usal1y less than 3 em ) and less ~merous pedicel1ariae--
few are found on the aboral surface of the arms, and almost none
on the disc. Scarce, found in the same area as 1. hexactis.
Mediaste~ aegualis Stimpson, 1857 --3
BrJ.ght orange in color, with a large disc, slender, tapering
arms and conspicuous marginal plates. One specimen was found
in September 1973. Usually considered to be moderately deep
water (> 50 I) species.
*Orthasterias koehleri (de Loriol, 1897)--lV,2V
Commonly red and yellow in color ,~ith 5 long, slender arms and
a small disc. Spines are long, white and solitary, surrounded
by pedicel1ar;ae. It is fairly common (density 0.04-0.08
individuals/mj, found on rocl<s and in crevices. The polynoid
worm Arctonoe fragilis is frequently found on the oral surface."
Patiria miniata (Brandt, 1835)--lV, 2V 63
The bat star is characterized by the webbed appearance of its
short arms, and its fairly smooth aboral surface which is Govered
with short, clustered spines. Color is quite variable, but
commonly orange or red, often with blue and tan blotches. This
is the most common seastar in the kelp bed (density 3.5-5.2
individuals/m2) and is found on all types of substrate. Usually
several individuals of the commensal polychaete Ophiodromis
pugettensis can be found in the ambulacra.
Pisaster brevispinus (Stimpson, 1857)--1,2V
A large, 5-armed star, usually pale pink in color. As the
specific name implies, the spines are short and arranged in
groups. The arms are fairly long ~nd gradually tapered.
Scarce (density 0.01 individuals/m ), usually fOUlld on sand
but may be attached to rocks.
Pisaster giganteus (Stimpson, 1857)--1,2V
Similar in shape to R. brevispinus except that the arms are more
thickened at the base. Each spine is surrounded by a ring of
naked skin, usual.ly blue in color, which contrasts with the
usually gold color of the aboral surface. Fairly common
(density 0.07-0.19 individuals/m2) usually attached to rocks.
Pisaster ochraceous (Brandt, 1835)--lV
Similar in shape to f. giganteus. Spines are numerous and short,
usually a~ranged in an irregular reticulate pattern. Color
varies from purple to reddish-brown to ochre-y~llow. Common
intertidally and in shallow areas of the kelp bed, usually
attached to rocks.
Pycnopodia helianthoides (Brandt, 1835)--1,2V
A large (up to 1.5 m diameter) seastar with 15-24 arms.
Covered with a soft, fleshy epithelium, usual12 gray in color.FairlY,common (density 0.01-0.04 individuals/m ) on all
substrate types.
CLASS ECHINOIDEA
Strongylocentrotus franciscanus (Agassiz, 1863)--1,2V
A large (up to 6 om test diameter at Point Cabrillo) regular
urchin, red in color. Spines are relatively long and sparse.
Scarce (0.01 individuals/m2), usually found in crevices.
Strongylocentrotus purpuratus (Stimpson, 1857)--lV, 2V
Usually sma,ller than.§.. franciscanus with short, blunt, dense ly
packed spines. Color is usually green when small, changing to
purple when over about 30 mm test diameter. Fairly common
(density 0.21 individuals/m2), found in small crevices.
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CLASS HOLOIHUROIDEA
*Cucumaria miniata Brandt, 1835--1,2V
Fairly large s'e'a .cucumber (up to 20 em long), brownish in color vlitJ:-l
bright orange tentacles. Tuba feet are restricted to the ambulacra~
Scarce) found in crevices.
Cucumaria piperata (Stimpson, 1864)--2V
Small sea cucumber with a cream-colored Body, often mottled with brown
spots. Tube feet are numerous along the ambulacra. Scarce, found in
holdfasts and cre~ces.
Eupentacta guinguesemita (Selenka, 1867)--lV,2V
White to_pink in color with long, branched, yellow tentacles. Tube
feet are rigid and non-re~actile, and restricted to the ambulacra.
,Abundant in holdfasts and crevices.
Leptosynapta spp.--2V
Mostly transparent) wormlike, without tube feet. There appear to be
two species, one with a small whitish body wall and a second with a
coarse, mottled brown body wall. Fairly common, found in cores from
piopatra he4~.
Stichopus Fal1fornicus (Stimpson, 1857)--1,2V
A large (up to 40 em long)" sea cucumber, reddish to dark brown in
color with large papillae on the dorsal surface. Scarce, found
attached to rock faces.
Thyonepsolus nutriens Clark) 1901--1V
Bright pink in color with a rounded dorsal surface and a flat ventral
:'sole",. and simple dendritic tentacles. Only one specimen was found,
about '2.5 em in iength.
CrASS OPHIUROIDEA
*Amphiodia accidentalis (Lyman, 1860)--1,2V
Usually white or sandy-colored with very long, fragile arms, and a
small central disc (arm:disc ratio 10:1 - 12:1). There are 3 blunt
arm spines per vertical row. Scarce, found in Diopatra beds.
*Ophiopholis aculeata forma kennerlyi (Lyman, 1860)··-1~2V
Disc fairly large and covered with short, flattened papillae. 4~6
usually 5, short, blunt arm spines per vertical row. Scarce, found
primarily in holdfasts.
Ophioplocus esmarki Lyman, 1874--2V
Easily identified by its large, tannish-brown central disc and long,
thin arms. There are usually 2 very short, blunt arm spines per
vertical row. Abundant in crevices, under roclts, and on exposed 58,Ilciy
areas.
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Qphiopteris papillosa (Lyman, 1875)--1,2V
Fairly large centr~l disc covered with numerous knobo and papillae.
Usually 5-7 large, flatten~d arm spines per vertical row. Color is
dark brown, the arms often having a banded pattern. Abundant, in
holdfasts, crevices and under rocks .
. Ophiothrix spiculata Le Conte, l851--1,2V
Coloration very variable, but easily identified by the 6-9 long, glassy,
serrated arm spines per vertical row. Abundant, found in holdfasts
and under rocks.
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PHYLUM CHORDATA, CLASS ASCIDIACEA
Paul Davis, 1971; Chip Keen, 1972
Nineteen of the 22 species of ascidians found were recorded in 1971.
In 1972, only 12 species were found, 3 of these were not found in 1971.
The differences in the lists may be due largely to the different methods
of collection, and differing taxonomical proficiency of the two
investigators.
The most common solitary f~tm in the kelp forest is Styela montereyensi~
which is found everywhere attached to algae and rocks. Clavelina huntsmani
is a conspicuous colonial form which seems most common in the summer and
fall. Among the compound forms are many abundant but difficult to dis-
tinguish species which'occupy much of the available substrate.
Light ~ ale (1954) and Abbott (1974) were used for identification of
many species, however these keys are intended for intertidal species and
do not include many of the species found. The aid of Dr. Donald P. Abbott
was instrumental in indentifying many of the specimens found in both
1971 and 1972.
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SOLITARY FORMS
*Ascidia ceratodes (Huntsman, 1912)--1
Looks and feels like a piece of cartilage. Average length about
4 em , found attached by their side, with one siphon opening on the
top, the other opening at the end. Abundant.
7(Boltenia vil10sa {Stimpson, 1864) --1,2
Looks like a prickly ball attached at the end of an equally
prickly elongated stalk. Scarce.
*Halocynthia hi1gendorfi var igaboia Oka, 1906--1
Attachment ana siphon locations similar to Ascidia ceratodes.
Oval in shape, light pink to cream in color. Covered with spines
each of which bears equally spaced whorls of barbs. Primarily
a deep-water species, only 1 specimen has been found.
Pyura haustor (Stimpson, 1864)--1
Body usually wrinkled and covered with debris and ·sand. Bright
red apertures .are the most distinguishing characteristic. Easy
to confuse with the nesting clam, Hiatella. Abundant._
Styela montereyensis' (Dall, l872)--1,2V
Body elongate, tunic tough and leathery and generally wriru<led.
Attached by a long, thin stalk. Abundant and conspicuous.
*Styela truncata Ritter, 1901--1
Generally smaller than ~. montereyensis and lacking the long
stalk. Tunic tough, but thinner and less wrinkled. Common.
SOCIAL FORMS
*Clavelina huntsmani Van Name, 1931--1,2
Easy to identify by its clear ;flight bulb~' shaped tunic and briBht
pink endostyle. Abundant.
*Perophora annectens Ritter, 1893--1
Looks ,like a mass of small (2-4 mm) .yellowish-green balls. Colonies
are fairly thin, and can be found covering various surfaces from
algae to other tunicates. Abundant.
COMPOUND FORMS
AElidttim (?~maroucium)californicum (Ritter and Forsythe, 1917)--1
Mighly variable in'structure and color, usually moderately. thick
and massive) often forming large, irregular sheets on rocks.
Abundant.
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*Aplidium (=Amaroucium) soliduI!! (Ritter and Forsythe, 1917)=--1
Similar to ~. californicum except that the zooids are generally
pigmented, and the colonies form broad, flat-topped slabs.
*Archidistoma (=Eudistoma) diaphanes (Ritter and Forsythe, 1917)--2V
Similar to ~. molle, but colonies flat and firm. Zooids average
about 3 mm in length. Scarce
*Archidistoma (=Eudistoma) molle Ritter, 1900--1,2V
Tunic moderately soft, opaque to milky colored; zooids average
more than 10 rom in length, and are bright red to give an overall
red to salmon color. Colony usually in the form of low mounds.
Common and conspicuous.
*Archidistoma (=Eudistoma) psammion (Ritter and Forsythe, 1917)--1,2V
Color varies from moderate to dark brown, with varying amounts
of sand on the surface. Zooids are arranged around a common
cloacal pit) and the colonies are rather firm and prostrate.
Abundant.
*Archidistoma (=Eudistoma) sp.--1
Colonies arranged in groups of several individuals all attached
by a common tapering stalk. Colony covered with sand except for
the very tops of the zooids. Zooids bright red, arranged so as
to form a somewhat flat surface. Scarce.
Cystodytes lobatus (Ritter) 1900)--1,2V
Milky white to pink in color, generally growing in smooth, thick
colonies. Have spicules which gives the colony some rigidity.
Abundant.
*Cystodytes sp.--l,2V
Similar to g. lobatus except that part of the al~entary canal is
brownish, wh"ile in.Q. lobatus it is clear. Abundant.
Didemnum carnulentum Ritter and Forsythe, 1917--1,2V
White to pink in color, with spicules. Generally found as very
thin sheets on sides of rocks but will also grow over algae. Abundant.
*Diplosoma macdonaldi Herdman, 1886--1
Sott (almost mucoid) and usually moderately wrinkled. Often tan
in color with small (1-2mm) zooids. Scarce.
*Diastaplia occidentalis Bancroft, 1899--1
Similar in form to Archidistoma molle except that zooids are arranged
in definite rings and have a distinct color. Scarce.
- r
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Polyclinum planum (Ritter and Forsythe, 1917)--2
Colony in form of a single, thick, flattened lobe, attached at one
margin by a short, stout stalk. Olive-brown to orange in color.
Scarce.
~~ Synoicum par-fustis (Ritter and Forsythe, 1917)--2V
Colony consisting of a cluster of orange, club-shaped lobes, tapering
toward the attached bases. Usually sand encrusted. Common.
Trididemnum opacum (Ritter, 1907)--1,~V
Similar to but somewhat thicker and more wrinkled than Didemnum
carnulentum. Lavender to purple in color, and has spicules.
Abundant.
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